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veterans at the state soldiers'
home, in which he said:
"J- pray 'to God that the thousands
of children who sang in Chicago yesterday, may not be called upon to
suffer what you endured in another
war, but if they are, J know the ex
ample you have set will not be with'
out its inspiring effect."
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BANKERS CONDEMN PROPOSED
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PRESIDENT SPENT TODAY IN MIL tory law and the postal savings bank
were adopted today by the American
'
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Rev.
Waukegan, Ills., Sept.'
Wallace M. Stuckey, the Williamsburg, Kan., pastor, under arrest here
for abducting
Clara Sutherland, will not fight extradition, claiming, he is innocent-- of any wrong doing. He says he met the Sutherland
girl by chance In Chicago and felt he
must look after her, as she was alone
'
in a great city.
'
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J. B. Harrington, Raton.
THEIR STORE
DOCTOR HEADS
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

AS AUTOMO- -

BILES

Roswell, N. M., Sept. 17. The an
nual meeting of the New Mexico Medical association closed here last night
with a banquet, after a full day's prog
ram, the election of officers being
the most important feature, j
Dr. J. W. Elder of Albuquerque
was elected president of the organization for the ensuing year;
D. T. B. Fest, of Las
Dr. R. L. Bradley of Roswell; treasurer, D. A. H, Faith, of
Clovis; secretary. Dr. G. S. McLand-res- s
of Albuquerque; editor oil the
Medical Journal, Dr. Fest of Las Ve-

Washington, Sept. 17. "The average laborer of today is living better
than did Queen Elizabeth in her time,"
said Secretary of Agriculture James
Wilson on his return today from a
month's trip over western farms.
- "Laborers
eat meat three times a
day and want only choice' cuts. Thus
meitt is wayp and although the
farmers produce greater crops each
year they cannot keep pace with the
increased demand. I do not look for
"
a drop in prices soon. The farmers gas.
.'
of the west are afraid to put their
money into eastern securities, and ROGERS TO GET $2400
are buying luxuries such as autoOR $2500 FOR HIS SHOP
mobiles, instead of investing their
money1" wffere it will bring results."
The papers In the case have not yet
'
7km
f
been Gigned, but "it Is reliahly under
WAGON DRIVER'S WRIST
stood that the board of appraisers of
BROKEN IN RUNAWAY the property of Chas S. Rogers on
Bridge street, condemned for bridge
Will Reed, a driver for Las Vegas purposes, have agreed to award him
roller mills, received a bad fracture damages in the amount of $2,400 in
of the left wrist yesterday afternoon the event that twenty-fiv- e
feet of his
in a runaway accident
ground is taken and $2,500 if thirty
He was delivering a load of flour feet are needed. The stone building
to the West side and on the " roac in which Mr. Rogers has his black
near the Onion truck gardens he got smith shop Is to become the property
out of the wagon 4n an endeavor to of the county; likewise all the im
induce one of the horses to pull his plements of labor contained therein
share of the load. The. team at once
became more spirited and started U
REALIZE THAT GOOD ROADS
run. 'Reed climbed onto the wagon in
ARE BEST TRADE GETTERS
short order and grabbed the lines
feeling certain that he would be able
to control the horses.-- But one of The asylu:u management has had
the lines had been caught on a hame twenty patients and two teams at
of Stewring and all the pulling and tugging work under the supervision
the alert young man could do was of ard Geo. W. Ward on the hot springs
boulevard for the past week, widening
ho avail.
The horses plunged forward at a the grade, filling up the low places
con
in first-clas- s
bveak-necspeed, upsetting tho wag and putting the road
dition. Las Vegans seem to have
awakened to the fact that in order
to hold the county trade contiguous
to the city, they must keep the roads
to be traveled over, in good repair.
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
Omaha
6 15 0 ORVILLE WRIGHT BREAKS
)
De8 Moines
.....5 8 2
HIGH FLYING RECORD
Batteries
Patten,
and
Lowery
Gonding; Cadman, Miller and
Berlin, Sept. 17. Orville Wright
today broke the world's record for
At Lincoln
R. H. E. high flying in an aeroplane, attaining
'. .1 1 1 a height of 765 feet.
Lincoln.
Sioux City
0 6 4
Batteries Ryan and Nunnemaker;
Chabeck and Towne.
'

'
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Muskogee, Okla., Sept. 17. After
placarding the neighborhood with
warnings that unless three white men
located in the trictly negro townof
Taft, Okla., left town at once, death
would be their punishment, negroes
last night dynamited the store of one
of the white residents, partly demolishing the building. Further trouble
is ' expected tonight.
v
The town of Taft is a new one and
upon its organization by a negro colonization company. It was advertised
that it was to be for .negroes and negroes only. The wish of the Incorporators had been1 generally heeded until a few days ago, 'when the three
white men in question decided to
open up a store there. The first signs
of bitter feeling came when a boycott was declared and this was
by the dynamite outrage of last
night.
The white men have announced
they intend to hold the fort, and have
armed themselves for this purpose.
It Is possible the governor may order
out a company of the state militia,
to preserve order there in case further violence occurs.
foi-jo,v-
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POLICE PATROL
THE LATEST INNOVATIONS

New York,' Sept. 17 Aerial police
will be used for the first time durine

the Hudson-FultoLeo- celebration
Stevens, an aeronaut, will be stationed in a big balloon a thousand feet
high, to look out for accidents and
keep the way clear. He will be accompanied by an officer of the signal'
corps who will keep in communicatloa
with the force of military on land, enabling the police to congregate at a
danger point in the least possibla
time.
n

PERU AND BOLIVIA WILL
SETTLE BOUNDARY DISPUTE
t
Washington, Sept. 17. The
has been notified that
Peru and Bolivia will today sign a
protocol for the settlement of their
differences over the boundary dis
pute.
,

VALUABLE

GROUP OF 1IINES AT ROCIADA

'At Columbus Columbus 0; Kansas
I
City 2.
At Louisville

IS DYNAMITED

FURTHER TROUBLE" IS ANTICIPATEDGOVERNOR MAY ORDER OUT STATE TROOPS

OREGON MAN BUYS

Louisville 3; Minne-

POLICE AGAIN ON HAND
TO PROTECT DETROIT CLUB

Philadelphia Sept. 17. Although
the deportment of players on both the
Philadelphia and Detroit clubs yesterday was such as to elicit only the
most favorable comment and there
.11 2 0 were no disturbances In the
Washington . ;
grand
'
stand or bleachers, the po'lice protecSt. Louis
Walker and Street ;!
tion was In no wise relaxed today by
. Batteries
i
the director of public safety and the
and Killifer.
blue coats were conspicuous for their
number on the ball field and in the
WESTERN LEAGUE!
R- - H. E. immense crowd. Today's contest was
At Wichita
'
'...10, 13 2 a gruelling one, Krause, Philadelphia's
Wichita
premier v southpaw,
being
pitted
.1..
Topeka
'
Batteries Boles and Kerns; Hass-- . against Detroit's mainstay Mullln, in
the pitcher's box.
,
ler and Jokerst
4

"

N

,

AMERICAN

R. H. E
At Philadelphia
7 2
. .3
Philadelphia
5 8 1
Detroit
and Thomas;
Batteries Krause
the Neosho river, where they are now
and
Stanage.
Mullins
a
and
their
being sought by
posse
if
capture is expected.
At New York ,,
V
.1.10
insurThe bank carried burglary
11 3
New York
ance and will not lose anything as a Cleveland
0 4 1
;' v
v
result of the robbery.
Sweeney;
Batteries Doyle and
and
Abies
Higgins.
Falkenburg,
CLERGYMAN DENIES HE
R. H. E.
ABDUCTED YOUNG GIRL
At Washington

SUM BY ROBBERS

Neosho Falls, Kan., Sept. 17. J0ne
of the most daring robberies ever perpetrated in this section of the state
took place here early this morning,
when three robbers dynamited the
vault in the Neosho Falls state hank
and made their escape after securing
S,000
a sum estimated at between
.
and $5,000.
t
The night marshal was awakened
by the explosion when the vault was
blown open and hastened to the scene
with a shotgun. The robbers were
Just mounting their horses . to flee
when he got within range and all
three of them opened fire on him. He
ought shelter In a doorway and re
turned the fire, but failed to hit any
of the bandits.
The robbers are Jn hiding along

EXCLUSIVE

LAS VEGAS BANKERS ARE
HONORED BY ASSOCIATION

Today 's Baseball Games

llili

EDITION.

(Special Dispatch.)
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 17. The an
nual session of the New Mexico
SOMEWHAT
OKLAHOMA,
FOREIGNERS AWED WHEN WORK- THEY ARE MORE INDEPENDENT Bankers' association came to a close TAFT,
PARTICULAR AS TO WHO ITS
THAN WAS QUEEN ELIZA-- :
MEN BEARING FLAG MARCH-Ehere last night with a reception and
RESIDENTS ARE
BETH IN HER TIME
BACK TO DUTY
banquet at the Woman's Board of
Trade library.
Late yesterday afternoon the follow,
TROUBLE WAS EXPECTED WANT ONLY THE BEST ing officers were elected for the ensu- WHITE PEOPLEJIiE BARRED
ing year:
President E. A. Cahoon, Roswell.
PEACE RESTORED AT STEEL CAR THEIR DEMANDS FOR GOOD FOOD
Vice President D. T. Hoskins,
LEAVE TOWN ON PAIN OF
COMPANY'S PLANT BY A
STUFFS EXCEEDS SUPPLY,
Lis Vegas.
'
v
DEATH
SENDING PRICES UP
RUSE
Secretary Earl , H. . Hoke, Las

T

1

the driver violently
the ground. He fell on Ms left
side with the above mentioned result,
an- - injury that is very painful and one
that will lay him up for several weeks.
The team finally ran into a fence and
was stopped with only slight damaj
to it or the wagon.
t- -

LIVERS

STRIKE

Arthur Reynolds, chairman of the
committee, declared that
legislative
IN INSURGENT'S CAMP
the "danger of political use of such a
power as offered by the postal banks
TO
WILL RESPOND
REPEATED should cause all patriots to hesitate
before adopting such a radical measCALLS-- ' TO TALK ON TARIFF
ure."
BILL
He also took issue with President
Taft on the Investment of funds In
ADDRESSES OLD
SOLDIERS such banks, declaring the legislative FELL IN LINE BEHIND
committee opposed the investment of
such sums in U. S. bonds or state WORK
ONCE MORE RESUMED AT
VISITS STATE HOME AND CHEERS bonds.
.
M'KEES
RQCKS, SCENE OF
HEARTS OF VETERANS LIVcommittee
the
As a substitute,
RIOTING
ING THERE
recommended state and federal supervision or the creation of separate sav
in the national
ings departments
Pittsburg, Sept. 17. The second
Milwaukee, Sept. 17. After breakbanks.
strike
at the Pressed Steel Car com
in
his
Maythe
car,
fasting
private
pany's plant at McKee's Rocks, came
flower, which arrived here at six DOOM OF PRIZEFIGHTING
to an abrupt end today when 2,000
o'clock. President Taft started at 8
SOUNDED IN NEW YORK American workmen who were
a
i
i
noi
v t tJuun.1. uu a iuui iiuurs iu
vutuuu
01
favorable to the strike, announced
Milwaukee. Entering an automobile,
New York, SepL 17. The abandon their intention
of going back, to work.
'the presidential party, including Gov- ment of the Ketcbel-Langfor- i
fight The
foreigners prepared to stop them,
ernor Davidson and Mayor Rose,
has brpught consternation to the fight but when the Americans, in solid
drove through an immense crowd, clubs and followers herev ' It
Js be- formation and carrying the Stars and
'
which lined the street to the new
club,
if
the
Fairmont
lieved that
Stripes, marched toward the gates of
auditorium, where he' received an ad- which is
by a permanent in- the
protected
plant, the Slavs, Russians and
Press
thence
to the
dress of welcome,
the police, from
who were expected to make
of
Poles,
"club and Chamber
Commerce, junction preventing
interfering with bouts, cannot pull off trouble, thought better of it and fell
thence to the state fair, where the
the Ketchel-Langforfight, it means in behind with fifteen hundred Croa-tian- s
president made a brief address.
death to the boxing game in New
and Italians.
The train proceeded direct from
leave
York. Ketchel and Langford
the fair grounds to a switch to La
for the west, where Ketchel MISS MAY
SUTTON, TENNIS
Crosse, where It remained half an shortly
for his fight with Jack
will
prepare
Thenca it
hnur IntA thfsi nfternoon.
CHAMPION, PASSES THROUGH
'
Juhnson. - r
....
;
will go to YWnona, the home of ChairThis afternoon on train No. 10 Miss
man Tawney of the appropriations
UNITED STATES TREASURER
May Sutton, the tennis champion of
committee of the house.
TENDERS HIS RESIGNATION the wofld,
passed through Las Vegas
The president has been receiving
on her way from Pasadena, Calif., to
to
as
when
will
he
many Jjtqulries
Washington, Sept. 17. The,, treas- Newport, 4R. I., where she goes' osten
tariff bill
speak on the Aldrich-Payn- e
urer of the United States, Charles H. sibly to engage In another match, but
and It Is said he will discuss that sub
Treat, has resigned to take effect in rumor has It that she willmeet her
ject at "Winona tonight. The presi October. So far as known no succes- affianced in New York in the
person
dent Is now In "insurgent" territory sor has
yet been chosen. Growing of Harry Ham, the son of a New
he
in
interest
much
Is
and there
wjiat
business Interests and the death of York banker. Miss Sutton denied to
will say.
his business associates Is given as the a newspaper repojter that she conUrges Postal Savings Banks.
reason for his resignation. His rela- templated matrimony.1
At the fair grounds the president tions with higher officials of the dedevoted most of his time to postal
partment have not been particularly HA2ERS FATALLY INJURE
savings banks, declaring he stood firm cordial for some time.
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT
for the redemption of the promise of
R. I., Sept. 17. As a re
Cranston,
esthe republican platform for the
ROOSEVELT ADDS BULL
of
sult
hazed, Maxwell Harribeing
He
a
system.
tablishment of such
ELEPHANT TO TROPHIES son,
a pupil of the
14
years,
aged
said postal savings banks would not
is not expect
school,
Edgewood
High
attract depositors from the present Nairobi, East Africa, Sept. 17. ed to live.
to
his story he
According
hanks, but would attract the accounts News has been received here that was shoved into the air box of the
of those who spent their money just Col. Roosevelt, now hunting In the
high school furnace, breaking his leg
because they knew of no safe place to Mweru district, has killed a big bull and being-badl- y
burned.
put it in. He pointed out that large elephant Kerwit Roosevelt, who Is
at Guaseo
deposits of foreigners in this country, hunting independently
which are now sent abroad,' could be Nyro, has bagged five lion and three
buffalo.
retained here by such a system.
V
Talks to Press Club
Taft GOVERNOR JOHNSON BETTER
At the Press club. President
NATIONAL LEAGUE
TODAY I ; RECOVERY LIKELY
was introduced as a reporter who had
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
attained the highest office of the peo6 9 0
Pittsburg
Rochester, Minn., Sept. 17. While
ple. The president replied that he
6 2
...3
Brooklyn
news
it will be some days before he can
was not much of a success as a
and
Leifleld
Gibson;
Batteries
in be declared out of danger, after a
paper man and had no difficulty
and Bergen.
from
his
himself
job
good night, Governor .Johnson's conseparating
a
R. H. Et
speedy recover,
"without violence." The president dition promised
At Chicago
to
6 1
this
talk
but
short
morning.
made an Impressive
Chicago
2
8
York
New
and
Overall
Baterles Pfeister,
Archer; Wiltse, Crandall and Schlei.
'
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deals
Las
in
some
in
consummated
Vegas
was
closed today by Frank J.
time,
Cutler, the West side real estate deal-er- ,
when he sold the famous Good
Hope mines in the Rociada district to
O. A. Balsly, a newcomer from Oregon,
and an experienced mining man. The
consideration was not given out, but
it Is understood the purchaser paid a
price for the properties well up in the
thousands.
These mines, which until today
were owned by O. A. Hadley, John M.
Kelley, W. E. Crites and Mrs. Sarah
li, .Crites, are among the most promising mining properties In northeast
(
ern New Mexlcg, and their ores
Con
tain gofd, silver, lead and zinc.
One of

the biggest mining

n--

siderable development work has beea
done on the mines in question, but
was ever made to conduct,
operations on an extensive scale.
Mr. Balsly, who left today for the.
mines, taking with him a large supply of provisions, implements, eta,:
will at once put a force of men to.
work; cleaning np the properties preparatory to the prosecution of development work on a big scale. If the
indications warrant, the new owner
will install machinery on the properties to handle the ores, such aa
stamp mills and a reduction plant
The sale of these mines will likely
have the effect of ieviving interest in
this well known district, and the re- -,
suits of Baisly's operations will be
watched with great interest.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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first went to work for the Illinois CenSanderson.
''The
tral," declared
safety appliances and the modern way
of operating the roads have eliminated
to a great extent the dangers that
used to threaten the railroad
employe."
Sanderson, who is sixty-fivyears old, lives at 5525 Lafayette avenue, Chicago, which has been his
home for the last twenty-on- e
years.'

RAILROAD WORLD

IN THEE
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the aisle, who must have been listening, leaned across and said, sternly;
""Young man, you're all wrong. The

American millionaire rarely if ever
the during the year ending June, 1908, acbrags about money. I, for example,
nT.ir- -r .c
figure for the corresponding period in cording to a report made public 'by
never bragged about my money in my L PHEPAitED INSTANTLY. Simply add.rail
boll- 1908.
the bureau of railway news and sta.
and yet I'm worth close on to Ins water, cool and serve, wc. per pacxage at
lite,
B. V. Wilcox, telegraph operator at tistics. This is an increase of ?8,
all grocers. 1 flavors. Refuse all substitutes.
ORDERED TO CEASE
four millions!'" Washington Star.
Hebron, N. M., a typhoid fever pa- 441,000 compared with the preceding
tient at the Santa Fe hospital,' is con- year.
If you don't believe it, Just suggest was the' personification of grace. But
RECKLESS RUNNING valescing
The mother of Brakeman Cook, who
to the first man you meet that he now she was suffering. Already he
K.
J. H. Fleming, superintendent
of recently suffered the loss of both legs
had torn her train with his ungovernwould have made a fine comedian if
road8 and trails at the Grand Canyon while passing through lsleta, arrived
able feet, and her dainty slippers bore-thhe
had
on
the stage and see him
gone
OFFICIALS TAKE STEPS TO
in Arizona, for the Santa Fe, is visit in Albuquerque from Pittsburg yestermarks of his shoes. At last she
swell up with pride and tell you about
ABSORBLtTS
DANGER FROM THIS
her
by
'could stand it no longer.
daughter.
accompanied
day,
ing Albuquerque.
the
first
amateur performance he ever
SOURCE
"Let us sit out the rest of this
Dispatcher Claude Straussen left for Both mother and sister hurried at
appeared. St. Louis Star.
once
bedside
of
to
the
the
Mis
Louis
and
sufferer,
other
in
St'
dance," she suggested, "I am tired."
points
He was reluctant "I thought you.
souri on No. 8 this morning, accom where an affecting scene at meeting
He- -I detest a liar above
everything.
Crankley Yes, I always eat the said you could die waltzing," he said.
SCHEDULES panied by Mrs. Straussen.
MUST FOLLOW
took place.
She Well,- you are certainly not skin of fruit I consider, it really the
The passenger trains from the east
Mrs. T. B. Bowen, wife of the loco
"So I could," she replied, "but there
Illustrated Bits.
egotistical.
best part of what are you grinning are
were
afternoon
first
to
the
motive
rela
yesterday
is
here,
engineer
pleasanter ways ot dying than Dvisiting
'
at?"
Fifty Miles an Hour Fixed as the Maxi- tives in Santa Fe for few
oing trampled to death."
Utica.
a
Freddle-Wha- t's
days, ac leave Kansas City since the new col
an end seat hog,
mum Speed 'Practice of Wasting
The Other man I'm wondering how
onist rates went into effect, conse dad?
two
sons.
her
companied
i
by
Time at Stations and Making It Up
much nutrition you ' get out -- .of a
A practical joker recently made his
Dispatcher Ray Southworth has re quently they were crowded with peoCobwlgger He's a fellow who keeps banana peel. Chicago Tribune.
Between Stops Not to Be Allowed
turned to the city from a visit to In ple who were taking advantage of you from, becoming one yourself,
first trip to Niagara Falls, and a
Hereafter
was trying
diana, New Tork, Michigan and a few the low fare. No. 1 was split in two Brooklyn Life.
"How's the climate around here?' guide that he hired
at La Junta, and run as two sections,
other commonwealths of the union.
him
with
their
magnitude.
asked the tourist.
Wabash railroad passenger engi
"Grand!" suggested the guide.
Buchholtz, round house fore and Nos. 7 and 9 were both late in
Henry
"What
makes
so
sure
man
you
that
"Reckon
it's
neers
are having quite
purty much like other
visitor did not seem impressed.
man,' who has been in the Santa Fe reaching this city last night.
is naturally cautious and diplomatic?"
climates," answered Former Conrtos-se- l T,he
hard job timing themselves to the
r
"Twenty-fouwith
thousand
the
for
of gallons a minute," exwas
four
weeks
dollars
"Millions
"The fact that whenever I offer him
hospital
past
ain't
coin-for"It
much fur stlddy
rate of fifty miles an hour. The
out by the Santa Fe in Vaughn a cfgar tie puts it in his pocket and
the
guide.
typhoid fever, is reported much
paid
plained
but it's mighty convenient an'
company recently issued an order to
on pay day, August 15." said R. R. says he will smoke it after dinner."
in a day?" asked the
"How
many
reliable as a means of takin' the
engineers and conductors' to the ef
Mrs. J. W. Richardson, wife of the McDougle of the prosperous town on Washington Star.
tourist.
boarders' minds of f'n( their other troufect that the rate of speed of passen station
to a newspaper reporter in
"Oh, billions and billions," said th
agent at Chapelle, was in the the cut-of- f
bles. Washington Star.
must
not
stations
trains
between
ger
guide.
city yesterday shopping, accompanied Albuquerque. Mr. McDougle who is Cynicus Is it possible for a woman
exceed fifty miles an hour at any
' The other looked across and down
by her daughter, Miss Helen Richard a well known railroad man and vice to keep a secret?
"Which do you like the best," said
point, and every precaution is being son.
and
up, as if gauging the flow and
president of the Brotherhood of RailHenpecke I don't know about that; Meandering Mike, "de city or de countaken that the order is not violated,
then turned away disinterestedly.
Frank Wilfiams, clerk in the office way T:ainmen local, spent a day in my wife and I were engaged for sev try?"
The order makes it necessary for en of the
"Runs all night, too, I suppose,"
superintendent of bridges and the Duke city greeting friends and at- eral weeks before she said anything
"Well," answered Plodding Pete,
gineers to not only keep a close eye buildings here, is paying a visit to
nonchalantly.
matters.
to
business
to' me about it. Philadelphia Record. "de closeness together of de houses
tending
on the minute hand of their watches, Raton, in which
never recovered. New
The
guide,
in
town
city he formerly held
makes
but
Kindel
investiJ.
it
is again
I,
convenient,
George
"
but the second hand as well, and it forth.
'
."I dunno how to please the'se sum likes de country because dere's just York American.
the
to
rates
from
and
express
gating
must be observed by the men at the
Brakeman E. O. Griffin has quit his Denver, with the result that he de- mer boarders."
about walkin' enough to give you an
throttle that they do not pass the job and will go elsewhere to
f!ornHn9 V. flolllna. pHmlnolosiHt.
try his clares the freight rate discrimination
"What's the matter, Si?"
appetite between handouts." Wauh-ingtomile posts at a greater rate than one
luck, which has never failed him yet, to be as mild as milk sugar in comStar.
of New York's-statraoss- for
and
the
"They're
superintendent
clamoring
in every minute and twelve seconds, no matter how
a pinch he found parison. He is compiling a list of covered bucket, after I had fitted up
at a dinner in
tight
narrated
prisons,
On high grade freight trains the rate
himself in.
"What's
the
well
of his Interwith
sterilized
dear?"
the
asked
reminiscences
some
rates.
these
matter,
In
shows
some
It
that
Trop
cups
drinking
of speed is thirty-si- x
miles an hour.
t
J. G. Fitzslmmons, who was in the instances' they are three, four or five instead." Washington Herald.
Mr. Justwed, as he came into the esting work.
It is the intention of the company
from Denver, is again times as great as the freight rate. An
house
found his wife crying as if
yesterday
and
city
"A
of
criminal
clever
gluttonous proito get the men into the custom of
in the employment of the Santa Fe. old state law which prohibited
her
would
heart
break.
"once
counched a
he
Little
who
a
clivities,"
had
said,
Joe,
pin,
express
making more regular time in covering and will be stationed in Raton in
"I'm so discouraged," she sobbed. complaint in rather neat terms.
rates
Made
the
twice
like
the
than
being
higher
baby
yell
sin;
extra
an
the road. Instead of wasting
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"What has bothered my little wife."
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minute now and then at the various
J. Ellison, boiler maker at the pealed, and since then the express
"I worked all the afternoon making cell one day, foud it very hot and
do
so?"
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you
Why
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station stops and then making up the
Santa Fe shops in Raton, has sold his companies have lost no opportunity to
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custards, because I knew you were so stuffy.
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" here she
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reason's
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"Ma,
my
this,"
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dangerous rate of speed between sta at the Price Shoe and
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r Denver Post
miles was opened
on the road made more uniform. Even
and severed his connection with the for
" 'Well, inspector, yer honor, the
cake."
public travel. The system cost
in cases where trains are late it is
Santa Fe at this division point. ,He for construction and
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American
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average
time I had the ventilator open a
last
not the desire that lost time be made will
equipment more
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seven months were consumed by an dress, "brags too much about his Also he was very clumsy, and like a my dinner while my back was turned.'"
hag a tendency to make the Wabash
M. R. Williams, superintendent of
,
good many other people, he was fond
Washington Star.
a much safer road on which to travel,
army of nearly ten thousand men to wealth."
the bridge and building department construct the
"I stated this fact one day in the of doing the thing he did w.orst. '
necesAnd it is thought one of their adwas
It
subway..
here, went down the line yesterday sary to excavate about 3,212,000
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Floor Space
ly employed at the local railroad
Fireman H. Thomason and F. B. shops, was In town yesterday from ily increasing totals In tonnage and
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surplus
vacation.
employed in turning engines on the officials of the western being reduced,
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Engineer
Ruby
again
"y."
extremely
optimistic
regarding the
throttle on the 932, after having laid The funeral of Colonel ,Michael J.
some of the large sysand
outlook,
off a trip or two.
O'Brien, president of the Southern
Switchman W; H. Rhodes returned Express company at New York, was tems are already predicting record
to the city yesterday from a visiting attended by 2,000 employes of the figures for the current fiscal year.
Trunk lines operating east from Chitrip to Los Cerrillos.
company. The body was buried at
T F YOU have been
cago and St. Louis report passenger
planing to wear your last Winter's Suit again this Season, you won't when you
Ralph Moore succeeds John C. Chattanooga.
1
see
traffic
ones.
new
the
It has been a long time since there has been such a radical change of styles
undiminished
from
midthe
Wach-ter
Sears as chief clerk to A. B.
J. C. Griggs, for .some time material
from one season to another. The coats are longer and closer fitting, with much narrower sleeves.
summer volume, and in most instances
in the store house at Raton.
house
at
store
clerk in the Santa Fe
The skirts are wider, and in most models plaited either all arround or in side panels with panel
The A. T. & S. F. bridge gang is Raton, left for Trinidad, where he has the high average tonnage of recent
effects in front. And the trimmings are as different and new as can be, braids and jet buttons
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N.
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near
work
the been 'placed in charge of the Santa
at
Maxwell,
M.,
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manufacturers of the country, in all the best shades and fabrics. All coat linings guaranlargest
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two seasons and prices lower than any house in the Southwest.
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place.
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Pueblo, Colo.,
Island, N. T.
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New Models in Fall
One -- Piece Dresses in the
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ported a car load of coal to Pueblo for
med in tucks, cords, braids and
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and damage
brings the total surplus down
records were concerned. There were
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Does not take into consideration the one essential to worn-en- 's
this Season are away from the smooth Satin effects of the past Season's,
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are still much in demand for the finer more elaborate gowns, and come in all the new shades for Fall.
love loses its lustre and gold is but dross.
the round house at
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ran
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engine
Womanly health when lost or. impaired may generally be
Cheviot Serges are very popular and extremely serviceable, being designed especially for hard, rough
Burnslde, 111., a few days ago for the
tegained by the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pr soription.
usage. The Chevron effects are serviceable and also very dressy, having a richness peculiarly there own.
He has passed the age
time.
last
This Prescription ha, tor over 0 years.
At our dress goods counter you will find an excellent variety of all these fabrics. Also a nice line of the
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gineer. During this time the veteran
Sick women are invited 'to consult Dr. Pierce by letter frrr.
With new suits and dresses you will want new Shoes. As in other lines, styles in shoes change with each
All correspondence held as sacredly confidential. Address World's Dispensary
has pulled the throttle on nearly
This Fall the vamps are extremely short with narrow box toe effects. Patent leather with Suede tops
Season.
Medical Association, R. V. Pierce. M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
on the Chicago division of
run
every
in a good shade of grey are the favorites. Our stock is complete with a large assortment of styles
all
Suede
and
Dr., Pibkcf's Great Family Docroa Boos, The People's Common Sense
the I. C. and ends his service with
edition 1000 pages, answers in
and qualities of the newest, most favored lasts. If you would insure shoe comfort style and quality let us
Medical Adviser, newly revised
Plain English hosts of delicate questions which every woman, single or married,
the record of never having had an ac
,
supply your footwear.
ought to know about. Sent fret, in plain wrapper to any address on receipt of
la not
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21 one-cestamps to cover mailing only, or in cloth binding for 31 stamps.
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for Fall and Winter Wear.
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MILLIONS
YANKEE

COMPANY CONTROVERSY

FUEL
AT

TRINIDAD

DODGE FEDERAL INJUNCTION
Overcomes Federal
Early Meeting
Court Order Four Railroads, Big
Mining Interests and Two Water
works Systems Involved In Litigation
,
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 17. The fight
ior control oi tour ranroaas, several
big mining companies and two waterworks companies located in southern
Colorado and New Mexico, which has
been in progress in New York for sev
eral months, was shifted to this state
yesterday when a meeting of the
stockholders of the Yankee Fuel company was held in this city. Two factions held meetings and former Governor C.'s. Thomas of Denver led the
one in the interest of the New York
financiers.
The Yankee Fuel company is a Colorado corporation with $5,900,000 authorized capital stock and about the
same amount of bonds authorized, but
all of. which were never used. It is
one of the companies comprising what
Is known as the E. D. Shepard & Co.,
projects, whose failure after selling
millions of stocks and bonds to in
cowio imuuguuui iue east
uist.
announced a few months ago.
The other companies are the Santa
Fe, Raton & Des Moines, the Santa
Fe, Raton & Eastern, the Santa Fe,
Liberal & Englewood and the Cana
dian River Railroad companies', the
Raton Waterworks company and one
or two others. The Yankee Fuel company is the only one incorporated under the laws of Colorado.
Federal Court Injunction
;
Former Governor Thomas brought
an injunction with him from the federal court in Denver to prevent the
holding of the meeting of the stockholders, but he arrived too late for the
United States marshal to serve the injunction. The first meeting had a
majority of the stock, and it is supposed that they elected officers and
sought to- get control of the Yankee
Fuel company by showing the greater
authority.
- The various companies are inaJbad.
luugiu auu Emepara ec vo., are now
In the hands of a receiver. An effort
is made by some of the factions to reorganize the companies and go ahead
with the project. The railroads and
mines are located in Colfax county.
S
New Mexico.
Void
Claims Action
Governor Thomas claims that the
meeting yesterday is null and void,
and it is expected that the whole thing
will be thrown Into the United
States court at Denver. Former Judge
Jepse Northcutt formerly represented
the Shepard enterprises in Colorado
but he says he retired from any con
nection with them over a year ago.
Tlie various railroad projects were
supposed to result in a new trans
continental railroad system which
would be the highway for other roads
and open coal markets for the output
of numerous mines. Only a few miles
of railroad were constructed and very
little development work was done on
the coal properties out of the millions
of dollars collected from investors.
Recently a committee representing the
bondholders went over the property
and recommended a method of unraveling the tangle and reorganization
committees were appointed, but the
tangle is apparently getting worse instead of nearer a solution.

PEACEMAKER

AS USUAL

GETS WORST OF IT
Silver City, N. M., Sept. 17. Anof the too free use of the
occurred Tuesday afternoon
at Tyrone, as a result of which Thomas Burch was so seriously wounded
that there seems to be but little
chance for his recovery.
The accident is said to have originated In a quarrel between W. O,
Terry and John Shannon which finally
resulted in a fight. Terry is alleged
to have drawn a gun to defend himself from Shannon's attack, and as
he did so, Tom Burch tried to interfere as peacemaker and separate the
combatants. During the
ensuing
scuffld ha,jEun.ia. said to have been
the bullet
accidentally discharged,
striking Burch in the left side per
out
forating his. liver and coming
through nis back.
A telephone message was hurriedly
sent to this city, stating briefly what
had happened. Sheriff McGrath and
Dr. Westlake immediately set out for
that camp in an automobile. When
they arrived' there the wounded man
was bandaged up and Terry placed
under arrest, both being brought to
this city, where Burch was placed in
the St. Joseph's hospital for treatment. His condition Is very serious.

other case

Pure Foods and Pure Medicines
mean better, healthier, happier people,
It has been proved, however, that all
medicines are not adulterated and
worthless any more than are all food
products.
The wheat has been sifted from the
chaff, and such medicines as Lydla E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, which
is made' from roots and herbs and
complies with all conditions of the
Pure Food and Drugs Law, will con
tinue to hold its place as the standard American remedy for female ills.

o ACNE. TETTER ETC
While Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc., are troubles which affect
the skin, their source is far deeper than the outside cuticle. These affections
axe caused by irritating humors, or uratic acid in the blood. Such Impurities
Inflame and irritate the delicate
of fibrous tissue which lies just
beneath the surface of the outer skin, and the inflammatory discharge thus
produced is forced out through the pores and glands, and is continually
kept up while the blood remains infected. This exudation causes the formation of scales and crusts, so often saen in Eczema, and when they are
scratched off the flesh is left raw and more susceptiblo to other infection.
It can very readily be seen then, that to produce a cure the circulation musf
be purified and cleansed. This S. S. S. will do. It goes down to. the very
bottom, removes all humors and impurities, neutralizes the excessive acids
of the system and in this way removes the cause of disease. Local applications can only soothe thftirritation and assist in keeping the skin clean; they
never produce a cure 'because such treatment does not reach the blood.
S.S.S. restores to the thin, acrid blood all its lost properties, makes it
pure and rich and enables it to nourish the skin and keep it soft, smooth
and healthy. Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all
Who write.
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Both Companies Are In Excellent Physical and Financial Condition-Wou- ld
Be Greatest Wire Combination In
World Might Mean Better Service
New York, Sept.
report
persists in Wall street that the Western Union Telegraph company has
been absorbed" by the Postal, Its supposed rival.' General credence is given the report in the financial district.
In the absence from the city of both
George Gould and Clarence Mackay it
was Impossible to obtain an authoritative statement on the report of Col. J.
J. Slocum, a representative of the Russell Sage estate, which was a large
holder of Western Union, is said to
have been one of the chief agents in
effecting the merger of the telegraph
companies, but he declined to discuss
any phase of the subject.
"I am not the person to apply to for
information' he said. "Why don't
you go to George Gould and Clarence
Mackay if you want to get the thing
straight?"
When Informed by the reporter that
neither Mr. Gould, to speak for the
Western Union, nor Mackay, to speak
for the Postal, was in town, Colonel
Slocum repeated the assertion that he
was not authorized to discuss the subject.
The medium through which it is believed the merger was brought about
was the American Telephone & Telegraph company, known as the Bell
Telephone trust. The Mackay estate
is known to be largely Interested in
this company. Its total capitalization
is nearly 1300,000,000. If the reported
absorption has not been' effected by
purchase outright, it is thought the
American Telephone & Telegraph
company has been made a holding
company for both concerns, which In
the future would be operated, under a
single management.
But the opiinion is strong in Wall
street that the Western Union has
been bought outright by the Postal,
As is well known there has' been no
real competition between the two tele
graph tsompanles for several years.
In the matter of rates their charges
are now identical, and have been so
tor a decade. Although the Western
Union's earnings for the current year
are larger than at any time in the
history of the company, it is known
that the Goulds have been ready for
some time to dispose of their interest
in it, and that the Mackays have been
willing to buy.
Both companies are In excellent physical and financial condition. It is
said that extensions into new terri
tory in the United States recently
planned by the Postal management
have been abandoned. This fs taken
to indicate the soundness of the re
ported merger.
The Western Union has stocks and
bonds outstanding to the amount of
?138,000,000. The Postal's capitaliza
tion is ?91,000,000. This does not in
clude the capitalization of the Commercial Cable company, one of the
Postal assets, which is 123,000,000.
In Wall street it is thought that if
the merger has been effected Clar
ence H.; Mackay, who succeeded his
father as president pf the Postal, will
head the combination.
e

Utilize the present for the purpose
of getting a strangle hold on the fu- FALL OF HORSE CRUSHES
RANCHMAN'S SON TO DEATH
ture.
, ."

CURES ECZEMA,

17, 1909

IN BURRO MOUNTAINS

OF
Washington, Sept. l. A record of
the wholesale prices of lumber f. o.
b. mill for the quarter including April,
May, and June last, based on reports
submitted by more than 2,000 of the
largest manufacturers of lumber in all
parts of the country, has been issued
by the United States Forest Service.
Requests for data for the second quarter, ending September 30, will be sent
out in several weeks, and will be published in the early part o October.
The record covers the principal
Items of all the commercial woods cut
in nearly every state. The compila
tion was undertaken for the double
purpose of having a continuous statistical record of such prices and to
show, in contrast to market prices
which include the Important items of
freight charges and selling cost- sjust what the manufacturers of lumber receive for their product at the
'
mill.
a
monthly
For more than a year,
record has been complied showing the
prices of lumber in 18 of the largest
markets of the country. The market
prices published do not show what the
lumber is worth at the mill, as the
freight charges, selling costs, and
items were included, but the quarterly record eliminates thesfc Items and
shows the mill price. Only a few rep
resentative grades In each of the hardwoods and softwoods were taken, but
from them lumbermen can draw deductions so as to give the approxi
mate values of grades on which prices
were secured, the value of the mill
run the average of all grades of lumber produced was also obtained for
all commercial woods.
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IS STRETCHED

Statistics just compiled by the
United States census bureau show
that more than fifteen million miles
of 'single wire are used by the people
in the United States In .communicating
with each other over the various telOf
ephone and telegraph systems.
this number, 12,999,369 miles are
operated by the telephone systems
and 2,072,851 miles by the telegraph
companies. This length of single
wire would encircle the earth at the
equator more than 600 times.
The statement is made that the
use of telephones by railroads ; exclusively in connection with the operation of the roads has increased rapid
ly since 1902. Although the electric
interurban roads early recognized the
advantages of the telephone for dis
patching purposes, the larger steam
railroads have been disinclined to substitute the telephone for tW long-e- s
tablished telegraph, the general oh
Jection being that of the libality to
mistakes through' the similarity in
sound of different words when trans
mitted by telephone.
The bulletin points out that it
gives the first statistics for the com
mercial wireless systems already es
tablished, and states that they were
operated at a 'ss of $47,628 in 1907.
There were six commercial wireless
telegraph systems in 1907, operating
122 tower stations, located at most of
the large ports of the Atlantic and Pa
cific oceans, the Gulf of Mexico, the
Great Lakes and in Hawaii. They
transmitted 163,617 wireless messages,
con
Their authorized capitalization
sisted of stock of a par value of $39,- 450,000, of which $32,726,242 was the
value of the outstanding Issue.
On the subject of electric
It la shown that 90.5 per cent of the
cities with a population of at least
10,000 In 1900 were equipped
with
them. It appears that for 1907 there
were 120,719 fire alarms tecelved:
Concerning police patrol signaling the
bulletin stages that there were 41,961,650. Another part of the report credits
the weather bureau with supplying 2,.
141,151 addresses with daily forecasts.

and

( Incorporated)

OF MILES OF

Silver City, N. M. Sept. 17. A most
distressing accident, which resulted
in the death of Alec Wllmeth. soil of
U D. Wllmeth, a prosperous ranch
man on the Middle Gila near Red- rock, occurred last Sunday near the
U C. Crossing on the Gila river.
While riding rapidly along a mountain
trail in the darkness young Wilmeth's
horse ran into a fence which hud
been built across the trail. The horse
became entangled in the wire and In
struggling to extricate Itself, fell on
Its rider, fatally crushing him. He lay
unconscious for several hours before
being discovered by another party
passing up the trail, but died while
The most delicious of all breakfast
being brought to this city for medical foods, TOASTED RICE FLAKES. A
.
attention.
big package at the grocer's for 10
cents;
It's too much to expect cross-breThe fellow who takes too many
dogs to be amiable.
bracers may have some difficulty in
taking a brace.

Eaatlaa Vegaa, M.M.. Albuquerque, M. Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Peooa, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
BAIN WAGONS, the Best Farm Wagon made
RACINE

--

SATI LEY GO., Vehicles

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:
a.ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs. '
i.ooo lbs., to 2,ooo lbs., each delivery, 35c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery. oc ner 100 lh
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Veeaa

famous. . Office:

701 Douglas avenue.

Browne &
WHOLESALE QROCERS

Seds
V

J
1

and Saadani

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for

fire-alar-

Plows. Agricultural mplemehts
FULL

LINE

OF

MEXICAN

AKIOLE

SOAP

-

The Best Of

AH

d

LAXATIVE
U- 4 HONEY KidTn
y
Cumi Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Athma, Throat
teth.
TrouDiaa. rroveau Fnaumenia and Coasuraptioa
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROS8 DRUG COMPANY.

'.7Ji

INCORPORATED 1906

CHARLES ILFELD

'

THE ORIQIIU

I
I

Wliolesale Douse

largest

Silver City, N. M., Sept. 17. The
Mangas Development company is the
name of a new organization which has
recently acquired extensive foldings
in the known copper producing area
of the Burro mountains. '
The company owns the Midway
group of about 17 claims, formerly
the property of M. W. Porterfield of
this city; the Malachite group of five
claims; formerly owned by the Azure
Mining company, and 'the two fractional claims of R. R. Lee, aggregating
about 362 acres in one compact body.
The claims lie in the very heart of
the district and adjoin the valuable
properties of the Chemung and Burro
Mountain Copper companies. In addition to the .claims already purchased,
the company has options on the
and
Thompson,
Jackson groups with a total of 623
acres, which will make the grand total of the entire property very close
to 1,000 acres.
The company will at once begin the
prospecting of its property by the use
of churn drills, so that when actual
development work is started the quality and quantity of the ore in the various portions of the property will be
a known factor, as well as the depth
the shafts are to be sunk. This is
nowK recognized as the most modem
and economical method of development of properties of this class.
The company will be incorporated
under the laws of New Mexico with
a capital of $500,000 divided into 100,-00shares of the par value of $5 each.
Of the capital stock, 15,000 shares will
De 'given in part payment for the
property, 35,000 shares will be placed
in the treasury, and 50,000 shares will
be offered for public subscription.
The board of directors consists of
substantial business men, all of whom
are well known in the mining world.
They are: Wm. J. Uren, and Jos. W.
Selden of Calumet, Mich., Jos. E. Saint
of Albuquerque, and Judge Norman
W. Haire of Houghton, Mich.

tv

Warning
persuaded Into taking
anything but Foley's Honey and Tar
for chronic coughs, bronchitis, hay
fever, asthma and lung trouble, as It
stops the cough and heals the lungs.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
store.
Do not be

Bar
Opera
nothing Best
Pcbst'o Draught
r7rv

Loj(B(B
on Tap

'

FOUR
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and all sacrificed in that rapacious of its most hopeful eons of twenty- bog. No money In the county fund five years ago as Impossible to at
to be applied to road work, no power tain or maintain.
ESTABLISHES 1879.
to issue bonds, what was to be done?
No ruler during the century that has
PUBLISHED BY
The dlsjrict took up the matter passed bullded so wisely or o well
with the tentorial good roads com- for his country and his people as has
"he Optic Publishing Company
mission, .and recently received a com- President Porflrlo Dlas. MOOBPOBATED
munication from the governor to the The Mexico he presides over today
.
lost
)
effect that as soon as possible the Is a firmly .based, solidly established,
M. M. PADGETT.
..EDITOR
territorial engineer would examine
A GOOD ROADS SERMON
country, with its cities
the lane and give advice as- to the flourishing In commerce, active in
Not so long ago the newly manu best way of redeeming it from its lost manufactures
and progressive in
course. He said that
line of modern achievement,
lead- anT wayward
factured
to
bottom
the
every
lane
long
Entehd at the Postofflce at East
while there .wai no money in the with its mineral and agricultural deing. Into the town of Mora fell out road fund at
Lag Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
present the first possible
and the way became as difficult of opportunity would be found to help velopment encouraged by the governmatter.
ment and successfully advancing un
passage as the "slough of despond." out the Mora people and either build
the Inhabitants of the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
It happened In this way. The super- a road by a new Course or place the! der direction
country.
invisor
of
road
district
the
which
Dally.
present way in permanent, passable
fetich confidence have the Investors
rer Year by Carrier
sSSS?-- .
....$7.00 cludes Mora, puf every available man condition.
of
Europe ( In. Mexico, its government
and
dollar
available
collected
Fer Month by Carrier
every
65
The governor. also gave"$ome inVr
rwr
ana us people tnat France, ureal
at
the
road
work'
under
law,
weeK by Carrier
repairing
formation that will be"pf;partlcular20
the lane, with a view to making it a interest to the people of, 5an Miguel Britain, Germany and Holland have
Weekly
means of transit In fact .county. He said that the5; very next been for a score of years placing milone year
$2.00 respectable
was
it
the announced ambition of the work to be undertaken-by,Six Months
the good lions of dollars in Mexican trade and
loo
outside ot
supervisor, backed by the stable men roads commission was the repair of the in Mexican enterprises
mere commercial ventures.
of
one
to
make
lane
of
this
Mora,
of
Scenic
Las
out
As
WHY NOT LAS VEGAS?
Highway
Vegas.
American capital' is there to the exthe finest and most finished roads in many convicts as can be spared are
of hundreds of millions of dol
tent
wsre
and
Gravel
sand
the
territory.
on
to
work
be
at
the road, for
put
The report that General J. Franklin
all these are under the pro
and
lars',
the
from
the
brought
adjoining hills,
as the governor points out, and as
Bell, chief of staff, TJ. 8. army, favors
rough places were made plain, the Las Vegans fully understand, unless tection of a government of the re
the abolishment of remote Interior holes were filled up and before many the
'repair work is done soon all of public that is as firmly established
army posts In the southwest, and the days the road stretched, white, hard the labor expended upon the road and securely based in the hearts of
establishment In their stead of one and shining, as smooth as a floor, from will be wasted, even as was the dili- Its citizens as is any government In
the world.
large fort at Borne central point In the outlying hills Into the proud heart gent labor of the Moraltes.
The improvements of Mexican ports
each state or territory, should cause of the" town. No longer should this
the Commercial club and the people of storied lane be a menace to the in- THE TRANSFORMATION jOF MEX- have cost millions of dollars in th
to the outhabitants and a
this city to awaken.
past twenty years, and hundreds of
ICO
millions have gone into Mexican rail
While the report says Albuquerque siders. Enterprise and industry and
la favored as the location for this pro- the application of beneficent legislaThe present political campaign in ways, but the (result is a transformed
tion had conquered.
posed central military headquarters,
Mexico
has given rise to many 111- - Mexico, with' a population enjoying
there Is nothing In which Albuquerque But the supervisor and the good founded rumors and baseless fears as the peace that was so long denied and
people of Mora reckoned without their to
excels Las Vegas, less it be
the peace and stability of that re-- proud of the advancement ot their
host. To be more specific, they reck'
the arts,
country In education,
and real live, genuine oned not on the treacherous
publle.
and shiftman
boosters.
commerce,
'sciences,
agriculture,
Mexico
The
,
of
today is far different
a
upon which they had
ufactures and all that gives prosperity
In view of the fact that Albuquer-Qu- e ing
Mexico
1821
to
from
1867.
the
of
laid their shining way and the torwas threatened by & serious
Then it was a country of turmoil to nations.
rential power of the rains that sweep
No agitation exists In the republic
water famine this summer, It would
strife
and revolution;1 an aggregation
the valley in the late summer. And if
seem that this one objection alone
can Imperil the stability of the
that
of
states
with
won
to
be
governments
the might and cunning of the skilled
or check the progress of
would convince the war department
government
In
a day by ambitious local leaders
of the federal government
'
nation.
of the folly of establishing a large engineers
the
In
to
a
and
more
strenuous
lost
night
be not sufficient to cope with the
military post there.
power of these storms, as witness the or stronger rivals for power.
Las Vegas, of all the cities in New fate of the Zunl
The landing of Maximilian forced UNION COUNTY STOCKMEN
reservoir, little wonMexico, perhaps, could offer the most
CITED FOR FENCING LAND
der, perhaps, that the efforts of the those who opposed him into united ac
Inducements toward securing the lo- Mora
tion, and the sagacious calm and dip
supervisor should be balked.
cation of such a fort as Is contem
Be that as It may, when the rains des lomatic Juarez made that union perIn the case of the United States
plated. It could provide a magnifi cended and the floods came, the road manent and transformed its strength
T. J. James, Mack Highfill and
against
cent site on the mesa, furnish the fell away, for it was founded upon the Into a national and patriotic expres- Charles
of
Sanford, all residents
finest of water in abundance and do shifting and treacherous, sands. The sion of
love of country, so Union county, charged with the illegal
other things too numerous to mention sub-sogave way beneath the new powerful that It swept the republic fencing of public lands, the defendto eecnre the big military post.
ants have been cited to appear before
layers of gravel and sand and straight clear of intruders.
The value to be derived In return way the lane became more impossible
The Wise and energetic Diaz has Chief Justice W. J. Mills on Novem
can hardly be computed in dollars and and Impassable than ever.
brought Mexico, impoverished by in- ber 8 and show cause, if any they
cents. Besides providing another atThe situation of the people of Mora testine strife for more than fifty years' have, why an injunction should not
traction for sight-seer- s
and tourists, was not pleasant. Their road money to a degree of order, peace and pros- issue restraining them from fencing
the fort would prove a source of reve was gone, their road work performed, perity that was thought even by many the said land.
nue to the lo6al wholesale and retail
merchants in the supplies which it
would naturally buy in this city.
At any rate it would be well for the
Commercial clulfto.get busy and in
vestigate he report There is5: everything to be gained and nothlng'to be

A Reminder

.

biyin a gift of Silver, Cut. Glass, China
we carry only the BEST.,
remember
,
Jeyelry
, If anticipating

-

r

Gorham Silver

M

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.
Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
saves yoi'. ten PER CENT on your purchase.

-

or.

;

B.J.

TAUPERT,

E. Las Vegras, N. M.

,

It

Jeweler end Opticians
-:-

606 Douglas Avenue.

-
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yearlings, $4.60 5.60; lambs, native,
$4.507.50; western, $4.507.50.
Kansas City Live Stock
St Louis Wool
Kansas City, Sept 17. Cattle 3000,
St Louis, Sept 17. Wool unchaaj?-ed- . Including 800 southerns, steady,, naTerritorial western mediums, 23 tive steers $4.508.25; southern steera
28; fine mediums, 2224; fine, I3
$3.254.60; southern cows $2,?5g3.80;
19.
native cows, heifers $2.25 5.60; stack
ers and feeders $3.005.50; bulls
Chicago Provisions
?2.558.75; calves, $3.507.50; west-cow- s
Chicago, Sept. 17. Wheat, Septem- fern steers $3.856.75; western
corn, ?2.504.50. ,
(December, 98
ber, $1.02
December, 60
September, 68
Hogs, 6000, five lower, bulk sales
December, 40
Oats, Sept. 40
$7.808.20; heavy $8.008.25;
Pork, September, $23.95; January ers and butchers $7.958.25;
$18.05.
Lard, September, $11.97
7.708.10; pigs $5.RO7.40.
Ribs, September,
October, $12.00.
Sheep 3000, steady, muttons $4.20
$11.87
0.25; lambs $5.507.50; range wethers
October, $11.0L
$4.065.50; range ewes $3.005.10.
New York Stocks
New York, Sept. 17. Lead steady, MILITIAMEN PAY TRIBUTE
TO DEAD COMRADE
copper steady, stand$4.304.37 .1-ard spot, $12.50 12.65; silver, 51
The funeral of the late Willard Ives
prime paper, 4 2 5; call money,
2
3; Mexican dollars, 43 Amal Tripp took place from the residence
of a brother, George W. Tripp, this
Atchison, $120
gamated, $84
Southern afternoon and was largely attended
New York Central, $138
Union Pacific, by sympathizing friends. The father
Pacific, $129
$206
Steel, $84; Steel, preferred, and mother of the deceased young
man arrived In the city from their
$127
ranch near Wagon Mound yesterday,
and another brother, L. E. Trlpp,
Chicago Live Stock
Chicago, Sept. 17. Cattle 2,000; came from Albuquerque, with his wife,
steady. Beeves, $4.108 40; Texas and were present at the funeral.- Resteers, 4.005.25; western
steers, ligious exercises were. In charge of
stockers
Inter
and
feeders, Rev. H. Van Valkenburgh.
$4.006.50;
$3.004.90; cows and heifers; $2.?5i3 ment was In Odd Fellows' cemetery,
under the direction of J. C. Johnsen
6.20; calves, $6.759.25.
Light, & Son. The pall bearers were memHogs, 12,000; 5 lower.
mixed, $7.808.45; bers of Company H of the national
$7.908.37;
heavy, $7.558.45; rough, $7.557.5f; guard as follows: R. G. Head, trumgood choice heavy, $7.858.45; pigs, peter, who sounded taps at the grave,
Bert Kinney, Edward Hasty, Earl'
$7.158.15; bulk sales, $8.108.30.
'Natives, Herzog, Chester Lowe, Robert BabSheep 10,000; steady.
$5.005 10; bitt, and Taylor Francisco.
$5.005.25; westerns,

MARKET REPORTS.
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Bargain Week
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1--

'

deep-seate-

1--

1--

1-- 2

House of JBacharach'is

We are going to make this week, one that will be long remembered by those who take
advantage of this bargain sale- - At no time of the year are our departments more replete
with nice clean merchandise than now. This is the month when "every one should commence to prepare for the winter's cold and snow. A visit to our store will convince you of
the fact that we are a bigger, stronger firm in all ways than ever before. Every one knows
"Brcharach's way of doing things." Absolute courtesy and treatment is giving to one and
all. Come, see and be convinced that we want your business.
,

The Best Bargains

New Arrivals

Offered

Final Closing Out of Oxfords

Silks in Roman Stripes, Persian effects
and that beautiful plain colored ottoman

For next two weeks we offer any low shoe in the store, whether
Children's, Women's or Men's in black, red or tan, are at a reduction of

Manchester Peroale, 36 inches
j
wide at
12oyd.
12
Bates Seersucker Ginghams,
27 inch, at
lie yd.
12jc Amoskeag Palsy Cloth and
....10o yd.
Outing Flannels, at
American Print, fast color
Calico, at ;
550 yd.
8 o
Amoskeag Apron Check
at
......7o yd.
Gingham,
20o Economy Linen, in all
140 yd.
shades, at
12 s Washable Cretonne, good
,
Wte weight, at
iQc y)j.
25c Curtain Swisses and
Madras, at
i90 yd.
35c Curtain Swisses and
Madrass, at
24o yd.
65o Madrass for Portlers and
Curtains, at.
49oyd.
No one will be allowed to buy more
than ten yards of the above specially
priced 'merchandise.
15c

7o

-

silk. No

2 are alike.
Ladies' tailored Waists are profusely
shown. These Waists are undoubtedly to be
'
very strongly worn.

One-Pieo-

$3 50 Ladies'

'')'

Men We Are After and We Waat

Your Suit and Furnishings
Trade This Fall

Look at this a new model single breasted Sack Suit in gray or blown is
shown here for ...
..fl0.00
We can show you Suits
from
....
.... $7.50 to $25.00

Every Suit Has Our Guarantee Back of It

$2.97

Children's Patent Colt
Oxfords. Now

to 12.00

Ladies' Hats for. Walking and dress sty-le- s
to math any suit prices, from
$2.50 to 115.00

Underwear for Everyone

152

For Women

we have Lord
Taylors Merode and Harvard ' Mill makes. We can
furnish yo,u with Union Suits
e
from 75o to $2.50, and in
Suits from 35c a garment to $3.00 'each. Both
wool and cotton garments can
be found here.
For Children we have wool
Union Suits for Boys and
Girls, also cotton Unidn Suits
for boys and girls from 50c to
$1.65 each. Also cotton and
e
wool
Suits from 15c
a garment to $1.25.
For Men we have Stephens
and the Famous Superior
made garments from 50o ap
to $3.00 each.
&

E.PREED&Co1
ROCHESTER

N

K

Y

Florsheim Patent
Colt for Men

5.00

Genuine Navajo R.ugs and
Blankets at prices to suit

....4.25

two-piec-

"

Extra Special in Children's Hose

you.

complete stock, Girls' and Boys' Hose, any size desired in an
Hose. These we offer at just
'
,
Buy as many as you want.
A

extra good lisle finished cotion

We are Agents for the

Victor Phonograph
Everyone is cordially invited to hear our
new records at any time.

IT S iJ) ,if

Reduced

Now
'

2.25
S5o

All Boys'

SU

and

four-in-han-

Patent Colt

Oxfords.

.

Men's Neokwear in
g
ties, some reversible,

Absolntly the nicest styles and qualities at the
price that we have ever shown. The new, long tight
fitting back, coat is predominant with the skirts plaited
from slightly above the knee down. Any material that
you desire is at your disposal including the new Prunella
and Diagonal Suitings in any color with that Manish
effect which is to be shown so much this Fall. These
Suits vary in price from $12.50 to $45.00 each.
e
See Window display of the
Suits in new
shades at $15.50 and $17.50.

Per Cent

15

The strongest line of Comforts and Wool
Blankets ever shown tfere before.

bat-win-

The Season's Newest in Ladies' Suits

The

half-pric-

two-piec-

e.

- 35c Values at 17ic

Store of Quality
if

1

14

w

I

i

i

.

,

1

if

'

w

l18

II

1

:

1

;

All Boys

I

1

Reduced

20 Per Cent
1

j

i

i-

?N;M;r20 Per Cent
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he attended a meeting of the penitentiary board, also the bankers' conTHESE COOL NIGHTS
'
vention.
r
Francisco Baca y Sandoval has
us that it is now time
'
come to town again from his ranch in Remind
methods during the,
i Se ready for winter.
the neighboring county of Union;"1,
many years of our ;
v
s;:
Walter E. Vorel, a commercial
'
i. dealings have proven
from Cleveland, Ohio, la in- WE.ARE SHOWING A BIG LINE
traveler
the wisdom of trad- - f4
CAPITAL PAID IN
j
SURPLUS
1
terviewing local merchants today.
with
us.
While
ing
Rev. Fr. Paul Gilberton, the West
GBO.OGO.OO
of
"t;;; O
side parish priest, returned this afterworking for a businoon from a visit of several days to
ness we have been
' J. M CUNNINGHAM, President M D. T. HO8KIN8, Cashier.
Santa Fe.
...
for
a repu"working
" 7wii..'.-..- .
John Bruner, a retired business man
&
'
tation; we have gain- ,
,
of
has
Indiana,
Wabash,
yeen
v
visiting
ed it and rtt jwrill be V
friends --here en route home from the
Base-Birners
upheld. Every' deal
Seattle fair.
with us is a satisfacS. B. Davis, assistant United States
i!V,',2,ca"t"?
Sl.SO'up.ni
MONEY TOO HANDY
tory deal we gua- - ,
attorney, leaves on an evening train
it
for Deming, thence going to Alama-gordrantee that.
BE SURE to see our line before purto get at is too handy to' spend for things not needed.
15
:.''."" i. N. M.
chasing elsewhere.
NO EXTRA CHARGE to' '86 up
MONEY IN
Ed X Lujan, who is en route to
WINTERS DRUG GO.
Santa Fe from Denver, stopped a day Stoves bought from as.
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
in this city on a visit to his mother
Telephone Main 3
is safor than anywhere else you can, pat it and youll think
Blankets an Comforts
and brothers.
BRIDGE STREET
twice about taking it oat to buy any bat necessary things. It
Dr. W. R. Tipton and daughter.
in great array
S.
TELEPHONE" AND WE DELIVER Miss
doesn't take long to spend $t00, one at a time. It doesn't take
Mary Tipton, returned last evenbig size.
long to save it the same way.
ing from a short visit to the Boone $2.48 for an
Sukolene UOM.- farm out from Watrous.
PERSONALS
FOxCT, worth 13.50.
Dt. Crifflth L. Jenkins, a dentist
fo the 85o Double Cotton, 4
A. S. Bushkevitz is in town from of thla city, will leave tomorrow for 50c Blankets.
OFFICE WITH
he
where
will
Ore.,
Oregon, City,
Hoy this afternoon.
'
65c for the $1.00 Heavy 10-- 4 Cotton
C. McElwain came to the city make his home in the future.
Blankets, all colors.
of
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Raillard,
.yesterday from St. Louis.
Mr. and
OO
Only at
Amy C. Hutchin is at the Eldorado Gallup, N. M., are visiting
Mr.
Mrs, T. B. Bowen a few days.
liotel from Cedar Hill, N. M.
J.- F. Schelllng arrived in town from Raillard is a brother of Mrs. Bowen.
LOCAL NEWS
HOW THEY STAND
Rev. Fr. M. A. D. Rivera, chaplain
THE OPTIC'S BASEBALL
French station, last evening.
left
for
at
St Anthony's sanitarium,
SCORES PLEASE FANS
E. C. Lillie, a Denver commercial
E, P. Havens is laid up at home
Santa Fe this afternoon, intending to
National League
man, reached town this afternoon.
with a diseased right eye.
Y. M. C. A.
Opposite
a
of
in
month
the
City
Holy
The Optic's enterprise in pub- 97 86 .729
Frank Clark went to Watrous on spend
Pittsburg
91 43 , .679
the results of the ball
No. 10 today on a short business trip. Faith. .
Chicago
llshlng
A son of John Allan is here from
'
Mr.
Mr: and Mrs. J. A. Baker have re- the great Willamette valley.
New York
61 .601
games in the big leagues, which
f
.......77
Attorney unaries a. Spiess came
Denver
with
and
will
his
visit
owns
Evans
wife,
section
of
land
a
here
Hermit
to
from
turned
the city
lodge
.66 67 .496
Cincinnati
special news service was inaug- back from Santa Fe this afternoon.
f
to remain indefinitely, having taken that of itself will make him independ f urated in last evening's issue, f him at his Tecolote mines.
65 70 .481
J. Fred Fletcher came in from
Philadelphia
A. C. Erb ently rich some day.
rooms
of
residence
at
the
a
hilf
made
fans
with
the
and
47
on
83 .362
Louis
f
an
tobig
St
afternoon
train
Ariz.,
The government fish car, which
William Harper has arranged an
and family.
copies of the paper were in great
85 .356
f
....47
Brooklyn
day.
missed connection today, will arrive
automobile trip to Tucumcari, on
37 92 .287
demand, the supply being sold
Boston
f
Milnor Rudulph and family are in , Herbert W. Clark, assistant to the
on
1
No.
afternoon.'
tomorrow
which he will be accompanied by
f out in a hurry. .
town from Tucumcari today, en route United States attorney, reach home
f
Thomas J. Walton, of Mora, who was f The Optic is going to continue
he
Fe
from
last
Santa
where,
night
American League
f J. C. Ingram, who lately came to
id xaos.
had been attending a regular term expected to arrive here this afternoon f this service and will print extra
Won.LosLPct.
(T .T Tin wo a wall knnwn
from
ill
this
is
Illinois,
Fred Schultz, a locomotive engineer f papers every night to
city
reported
court.
88 48 .647
supply the f with
Detroit
man, arrived here from Trinidad last of federal
typhoid fever at his apartments
Charles Springer, of Cimarron, Col running out of Clovis, arrived here f street sales, which it hopes will
51 .625
.....85
Philadelphia
evening.
upper Railroad avenue, being cared
from Texlco this afternoon with
f be large enough to pay for the on
79 67 .581
Boston
J. B. Sullivan is in town today from fax county, president of the territorial bride. Th newly-wed- s
f
will be the f service, which is secured at con- - 4- for by a nurse.
68 67 .504
.,
.Denver booking orders for plumbers' board of water commissioners, passed
Chicago
Schultz's
of
Mr.
sev
mother
for
f slderable extra expense.
through here yesterday for Santa Fe guests
f
Cleveland
...68 70 .493
supplies.
- Contractor
W.
T.
Smith
been
has
eral days.
f The Optic will give the scores f
New Yprk
'...62 73 .459
.W. H. Frost, J. W. prow and C. Hit-ze- l on public duties.
George A. Fleming, manager of the - from day to day now until the f awarded the contract by the city to St. Louis
A.
E.
J.
D.
F.
Warren
Hall,
Waddell,
58 77 .430
are visitors to town today from
cross-wal- k
a
Install
at
the
intersec
C. F. Dutton, P. W. Knowlton, Investment and Agency corporation f season closes and will also sup- - f
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ville, died here today of old age. He
D. T. Hoskins came home this af
of the territorial board of equaliza- after having completed arrangements ARRESTED ON CHARGE OF
was the oldest prelate in the United
ternoon from Santa Fe, In which city
In
two petitions
.
, DEFRAUDING HIS CREDITORS were probate court here
tion, who bad been attending ses- for the incorporation of a company
States, being 85 years old.
presented for the guardianship
to
sions of this important body In Santa to handle the mining properties
of the minor heir Baclllo Garcia, one
the best advantage possible.
W. E. Orr, an erstwhile Santa Fe
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of
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Blackwell,
David
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the
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by Raymundo Martinez,
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Best K. C. Meats, Native1 Beef,
of the territorial bankers. He Is ac to the Gate City last night and this af by Probate Judge Manuel Martinez.
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fume or good soap.
Peter Reilly and Miss Ida Reilly, companied by Mrs. Blackwell and ternoon brought Orr back to Las
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brother and sister of Rev. Fr. D. E their daughter, Miss Marion Blackwell, vegas, wnere he must race
Smoked Meat.
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Orr is said to have owed the Meri across the railroad track "with words.
Judge Henry L. Waldo returned to
dian restaurant about $32, paying the The outcome of the trial was that the
As for soap, there's the city this afternoon from Santa Fe, ORDINANCE PROVIDES FOR
sum of 1 15 on account, to throw his lads were dismissed with a reprimand,
in which capital city he appeared for
IMPOUNDING OF DOGS
nothing better than the
creditor off the track. He is also upon the jjayment of costs. It de
Santa Fe Railway company before
Cleaning
charged with owing several merchants veloped in court that one of the trio,
Ivory.
the territorial board of equalization.
As a result of the bitter feeling in this cty, including a local Jeweler, Amado Montoya, had stolen a baseball
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v
,
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Repaired.
owner by express.
claiming a large area In Taos county, provisions of the
dog license it paid for.
Hence it would seem that Orr was
made ordinance; Section 6,. of this' ordin
W. C. Evans, who recently
Made as good as new. Four
A good piano for rent 413 Tenth years experience in Paris,
reads in rather a tight place as a result of
public sale of stock and other prop ance, which is
his "forgetfulness" which has landed street erty at his farm on the mesa, departed as follows:
N.
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RICHEST WOMAN IN WORLD
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"
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impounded prescribed in this section, value of the estate, which is believed
75c
the marshal then being authorized to to be worth close to one hundred mil
& Webb
destroy such dogs and, remove the lions.
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be
directed
carcasses,
may
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board of trustees."
FOR RENT
No. 614 Grand ave., 6 rooms ard
Abren Maes, guardian 'of the minor bath. Convenient and modern.
.
heir, Isabel Maldonado, daughter of
and Agency Corporation.
the late Fermin Maldanado, has made
Tites. Wed., andThursday
his final repqrt in the probate court Drink MacBeth mineral water while
;
14. 15, 16th and tag been discharged from further theclty water is bad and regain your
His health. Telephone purple 6362.
responsibility in the matter.
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612 Douglas Avenue.
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995o Per Cent Pure
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HYGEIA ICE

MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
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Winter
Millinery
September
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A. H. Roingrueber Brewing Co.
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The Artist
and the Law

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU
TO-DA- Y!

"Why should I not show my face
she went on. "Am I not
told me that thou
pretty?
couldst picture all things that are In
heaven and earth, except those we do1
not see Allah the Most Gracious and
the djinns. I want thee to make a
picture of my father."
"Is not thy father dead?" he gasped.
"He Is dead," she answered gravely.
"Then how can I make a picture of
him? I never saw his face."
The thought of what the old ruffian
must have been like made him laugh.
But It all entered Into Dieilma's cal
culations. She added quietly:
Then If thou canst do no more
than naint Dictures of living things I
would fain have thee make a likeness
told me that he
of myself.
saw thee paint a caravan. Surely I
must be more sightly than a camel?"
"Of a truth thou art beautiful," he
admitted and she looked pleased;
she had been trying to force the ac
knowledgement for quite a while
but does not the Koran forbid the
making of pictures of living men,
women and animals?"
Even so," she retorted. "The Per
sians are Moslem, too, are they not?
In Syria, 1 saw Persian soffars make
pictures of men, devils and lions on
brass trays with a chisel."
"Then they were breaking the com
mands."
"Perhaps they were. Still, Allah
will forgive our sins in the future as
he forgave In the past Couldst thou
not make a picture of me If I were
dead? Then where is the difference?
Why should a man, who can gaze on a

PIE NT

B

to thee?"

THE OPTIC

ADVERTISE
First Insertion 5 Cents a Line

Kv-ti-

20 Cents Per Line By Week

MnfiRyMnntn.

SIdl-Mali- k

50 Cents Per

T

1

Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.

75he Bankers

Quick Action
f

Is what every advertiser wants
for his money. He gets It from

4-

'

Want Ads

U. H. KOBISON,

THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
Omaha, Nebr.
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
the surplus being: in excess of estimate given when policy was i
written.
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessment I have.
Joseph H. Engelka.

MAIN 2

-

Wanted, Etc.

THE SURPLUS

WANTED A lady with fair education desires position. Inquire of
Optlo office.

-

Call

H. C. Kelley, Manager
and Arizona
'

New Mexico

Pioneer Building

East Las Vegas, N. M.

up

general
1023 7.

RENT

One bedroom, 921 Lin-

coln.

FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping
rooms. . 414 Seventh street
FOR RENT
SHxtn-stre- et

Store room. No. 618
ftquirerWrTC Banker.

FOR RENT Suite furnished house
keeping rooms, electric light, bath,
508 Main avenue.

For Sale
FOR SALE Nice lot nearly new fur
niture, never used by sick people.
Will sell cheap for cash.. Everything
complete for housekeeping. Address
Box 381, E. Las Vegas.
FOR SALE OR RENT A first-clas- s
upright Kimball piano. Apply
Eleventh street

1013

f

COMING ATTRACTIONS
AT
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

f

"THE GREAT JOHN GANTON."
Next Thursday night the theatrical
season opens at the Duncan opera
house. The attraction will be "The
Great John Ganton," which comes
with George Fawcett starring in the
title role under the direction .of .the
Shuberts. "The" Great John Ganton"
Is a new play in this section, being
the first season on the road. Last
year it enjoyed a long run at the
Lyric theater In New York city, and
was generally considered one of the
This company
season's successes.
with Fawcett Is the same company
which delighted New York last sea
son.
The plot of this play Is along
the same line as "The Lion and the
Mouse," In that it deals with industrial conditions. The setting is the
Chicago Stock yards, where the meat
output of the world is cornered. Be
neath this plot there is Interwoven a
pretty love affair. It promises to be
one of the very best attractions of the
,'
season.

Correct fall and winter
trimmed hats, shapes, trimmings,
frames, etc. Reasonable prices. Mrs.
Why Druggists Recommend Chamber
H. Forbes, 609 th street
lain's Colic, Cholera and Dlar.--'
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all
rhoea Remedy
Mr. Frank C. Hanrahan, a prominent
acrlption. Notary seals and record
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., says,
at the Optlo office.
For the past six years I have sold
and recommended Chamberlain's ColOLD newspapers for sale t The 0
ic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
tic office. 10 cents a bundle. is a great remedy and one of the best
patent medicines on the market I
handle some others for the same pur
poses that pay me a larger profit,
out this remedy is so sure to effect a
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN A cure, and my customer so certain to
black cokle spaniel pup. Return to appreciate my recommending it to
I give It the preference."
415 Railroad avenue and receive lib him, that
For sale by all dealers.
eral reward.

.FOR SALE

Lost

PROPOSALS
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board of Regents of N. M. Normal
University until 2 p. m., September
28th, 1909, for a Dormitory .Building
Proposals to be addressed in care
of E. W. Hart architect E. Las Ve-gaa, N. M., from whom plans can be
The Board reserves the
obtained.
right to reject any or all bids.
BUILDING

THE

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

Che Beww Post

uMy (Edition
Weeks of Biggest and Best Variety
of Beading Matter Ever Published
The fashions for women will re- ceive generous attention from
special writers who know.
Then this Weekly Edition of The
Denver Post will note prices
current in many markets, have
something to say on mining
subjects, our forests in existence and yet to be, and a mass
of other matter thatmakes this
paper unique.

I

ADVERTISED LETTER LIST

For Rent
U'OR

And You Will Always Have

Every week an intelligent, satisfying news summary.
Good stories and sketches.
New idas and good on all sorts
of farming subjects.
How to cultivate irrigable land
and the how and why of dry
farming.
Stock raising, fruit growing, bee
culture and a world of subjects
for rural communities.

EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE

Walter Bierman, West side.

WANTED Good girl for
housework. R. A. Morley,'

Sldl-Mall- k

For Rates and Information Write

WANTED Experienced housekeeper.
Good wages to the right party. Address IL, Optlo office.
WANTED
Job In store by
boy. Good references.

U, 8.

Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.

They are certain money get- ters. They bring quick and
satisfactory returns. Advertls- f era say so the checking sheet
proves it Try one today and
rf be convinced.

.

President

Omaha, Nebraska,

f

TELEPHONE

Reserve

Life Company

Optic

FLOUR

No, Maude, dear, there Is no slmi
larity between a dark horse and a
nightmare.

Night on Bald Mountain

On

,

a lonely night Alex. Benton

of

Fort Edward, N Y., climbed Bald
Mountain to the home of a neighbor,

tortured by Asthma, bent on curing
him wih Dr. King's New Discovery,
that had cured himself of asthma. This
wonderful medicine soon relieved and
quickly cured his neighbor. Later it
cured his son's wife of a severe lung
A woman may have a mind above trouble. Millions believe its the greatest Throat and Lung cure on Earth.
clothes, but seldom above hats.
Coughs, Colds, Croup, Hemorrhages
and Sore Lungs are surely cured by it.
A Sprained Ankle
Best for Hay Fever, Grip and WhoopAs usually treated a sprained ankle ing Cough. 50c and $1.00 Trial botwill disable the Injured person for a tle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.
month or more, but by applying Cham
berlaln's Liniment and observing the
It is difficult for a person to find
directions with each bottle faithfully, fault and also find favor.
a cure may, In most cases, be effected
Dr. Abernethy, the great English
In less than one week's time. This
liniment Is a most remarkable prepa- physician, said, ''Watch your kidneys.
ration; try It for a sprain or a bruise, When they are affected, life is in danor when laid up with chronic or mus- ger." Foley's Kidney Remedy makes
cular rheumatism, and vou are certain healthy kidneys, corrects urinary irregto be delighted with the prompt relief ularities, and tones up the whole syswhich It affords. For sale by all deal tem. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.
ers.

Letters remaining uncalled for the
week ending September 17, 1909.
Aragon, Mrs. Beneranda;
Bleder,
Louis; Clayson, Mrs. H. F.; Elg,
Oscar R.; Frudentral, Edw.; Fainsworth, Mrs. David; Frederick, E. B,
Gabriel, Mrs. C. E.; Heaton, Mrs. J,
M.; Harrity, J. D.; Ireland, Mrs,
Charles; Lee, E. G. and Stell; Mc
Carthy, C. E.; Mestae, Sr. Ambroisio
Martinez, Sr. Don Juan; Madrll, Esei- dro; Martin,. Dr., R. W.; Ogan, Mrs,
Harry; Quintana, Manuel; Raul, H,
P.; Rodgers, Ora; Rhaldt, J. E. San
doval, Benedlto; Salano, Ricardo
Squires, Mrs. Henry E.; Sharp, Mrs,
T. H.; Thorpe, Charles; Tooley, Mrs
J. J.; Tierney, John J.; Williams, J
T.

s

Postcards held for better directions
and postage: Mrs. W. C. Bently, Ria
R. No. 1; Mrs. M. Bragg, Farmlngton,
Mo.

,

Subscribe for It Now for Yourself,
or for a Friend, or as many Friends
as You Desire, at 50c per Copy per
Annum. Send for a Sample Copy.
,i
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THE DENVER POST
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DENVER. COLO.. U. S.

8he Folded Her Arms Around

His

Neck.

woman when she is dead, refuse to
look at her when she is young and
falrT I do not know all that is writr
ten in the book, but this I know well;
the Nazarenes make pictures and the
Persians make pictures, and they do
not die. Then why should I not do
as I please? Thou shalt be guilty of
breaking the commands, not I. And
why shouldst'thou care? As a paintor
of pictures thou breakest the com"
mands every day of thy life, Sldl

i

GREAT BIG DAYS

The 29th Annual

Miss
Postcards held unmallable:
Hazel Sanders, Trinidad, Colo.; Irvin
N. Rlese, Berlin, Germany, Europe
"Thou art not afraid that the evil
Mrs. Gus. Alexander, Cleveland, Ohio,
will gaze on this likeness of thln
eye
Letter held for postage: Mr. J. W. and thereby cause thy death?"
Fuller, Rockford, III., care Nelson
"Why should I?" she retorted with a
Look!"
smile. "I have talismans.
Cole.
When calling for the above please She drew from her bosom, not with
out some secret intent, he thought, a
ask for "advertised letters."
handful of strange looking amulets.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster, "And besides I will keep the picture
with my Jewels," she went on. "The
The Great Game of Push Ball on HORSEBACK.
When a man has enough money evil ye can not reach through the
The Great Western Marathon Race.
laid aside to keep him on Easy street sides of a coffin, can it?"
In
am
not
not.
learned
I
"Perhaps
the rest of his days, he ought to give
The Great .Nat Reiss Carnival Company.
these things. - Be that as It may, I
;
others a chance.
The GREAT JJTROBEL AIRSHIP in DAILY
can not make thee a picture now; I
came away from Marakesh without
FLIGHTS.
The Road To Success
the tools of my craft. But when we
has many obstructions, but none so reach Flguig I shall be able to obtain
High Class Harness and Running: Races.
k
desperate as poor health. Success to paints. I shall then ask
'
U. S. Cavalry.Maneuvers.
day demands health, but Electric Bit whether he deems it proper to let
ters is the greatest health builder the thee sit"
All Kinds of Exhibits.
'
world has ever known. It compels
sun of my
"Why ask
.
f
perfect action of stomach, liver, kid heart?", she exclaimed. "He knows
neys, bowels, purifies and enriches that picture making is not proper.
tho ilood, and tones and invigorates Did he not tell me himself that Naza-ren- e
Reduced Rates on Railroad.
the whole system. Vigorous body and
picture makers draw the body
keen brain follow their use. Yon can and not
the garments?"
afford to slight Electric Bitters
At this moment a shot rang in the
weak,, run down or sickly. Only 60c. stillness.
'
:
W. G. TIGHT,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Djellma got up abruptly. A
Guaranteed by all druggists.
glance told her that the attention of
President.
her companion was engaged. With
.
Secretary.
The man who has a talkative wife a swift
movement, she folded her
may have a whole lot to say, but he arms around his neck and kissed him
seldom gets a chance to say It.
several times. From E. P. Matour'8
A guilty conscience Is apt to be Its
Speaking of literature,
"In the Wake (of the Green Banner."
many a
"
man's love letters have made a de'
own excuser.
(Scrlbner's).
cided hit with a Jury.
Clothes Made of Fish Skins.
Go With A Rush
1 1
The skin of a fiah does not suggest
i
Health and Beauty Aid
The demand for that wonderful
Itself as a suitable material for the Stomach, Liver and Kidney Cure, Dr.
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear
of
for
used
is
Pills-it
all
is
making
clothes, yet
astounding-King's New Life
your complexion of pimples and
offered with piles for tMrty-siI h&v
yean.
this purpose by a trjfee of Tartars in
One year ago last April 1 began tukiiijr CascareM
druggists say they never saw the blotches like Foley's Orino Laxative,
week
a
of
course
the
In
for constipation.
uoticea Manchuria.They iiihablt the banks like. Its because they never fail to for indigestion, stomach and liver trouthe piles bena to disappear and at the end of sis
of the Peony river And live by fishing cure Sour Stomach, Constipation, In- ble and habitual
weeks they did not trouble n. at all. Catteareta
constipation. Cleansare aone wonaers Tor roe. am entirety cureu an
tool like a new man. George Kryder, Kapoleon, U and hunting. During the Jast hundred digestion, Biliousness, Jaundice, Sick es the system and is
pleasant to take.
Malaria.
and
exChills
Only
O.
G.
have
Headache,
become nearly
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
years they
L
250.
For
'
Best
Sore.
tinct, owing to the invasion of their
Yf VL
the Dowels
domain by agricultural Chinese. They
are known as Ffchskln Tartars. The
The gas bill isn't always a light
A girl may have an
.way
'
fish they use is the taniara, a species burden.
without
reminding us of a Venus. '
of salmon. BotH flesh and skin of
CANOV CATHARTIC
this fish are supposed to possess wonGood for Biliousness.
tTi I
,
Why? V
derful heat giving properties. Wash"1 took two of Chamberlain's StomFrom a small hppinninop' y onia .n
Post.
ington
f
ach and Liver Tablets last night, use of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
and I feel fifty per cent better than uaa exieuueu 10 au parts ofsthe uniTaste Good. Do HooA.
ilthloaken Potent
In
Polished
Is
often used
or Grips, loe, tSo.Me.Keraf
language
I have for weeks," says J. J. Firestone ted States and many, foreign' s counold In bnlk.Th iinnln tablet tmped COO.
telling the unvarnished truth.
of Allegan, Mich. "They are certainly tries. Why? Becanna Jt- hna nrnvaA
wrooUwd A oar or your mono back.
You can't Judge 4 man's courage by a fine article for biliousness." For sale especially valuable for
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. jqj
coughs and
coias. ror sale by all dealers
Samples free.
fcXXUALfSALE, TEH OUCH BOXES the size of his bluff.'
by all dealers.
Let-toun.-
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT

iris

dH-o-

AND CAFE FORTUNE

Short Orders and Regular Dinners
GOODS OBTAINABLE
ALWAYS

MAY

FRIDAY,

CUPID
SOOT

VEGAN

OF FORMER

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
EDWARDS.

SEVEN

'A

HANDLED

A.

17, 1909

BE

BURIED ON RANCH

FRED

SEPTEMBER

I

NOW LIVING

f

Miss Evelyn Tomlins raised
the
abade and peered out into the night
The' rain beat
th
heavily imtnat
D

FAMILY REGULATOR.

Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable for
the use of children, old folks and delicate
persons, as well as for robust people. We
cannot too highly recommend them to all
sufferers of constipation. , We offer
your money back if you are not satisfied.
They are eaten like candy, and do not gripe,
purge, or cause any anoyance whatever.
Two sizes, ioc and 25c.
B. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store. ,

OPERA HOUSE

DUNCAN

"THURSDAY NIGHT

Sept. 23, 1909
Br. George

I
I M
I I
ADITMUA
r I W B, I I
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2, A. P. & A.
PHYSICIANS
JEALOUSY OVER WOMAN
AIRE SOME DAY
'M. Kegular com
"Mother," she, said, "don't you think
RESULTS IN A MURDER
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
it
would be a good evening to nut us
munication first and
dinnine-roothe
stove? Sural? nn.
a vw
a
a vi A i a fw o
aaaa
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays In
Silver City; N. M., Sept. 17. Details
HIIIIIKM Kl
III IS odru be in such a night as this."
!
ItS
I MLUUUUI
Tt lsn.t i,Ve,
each month. Visiting Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone UUL.U UlUUbll
have just reached here of the killing
Dm,ttA mr..
Hns. "Still you know JYank Thomp- - of Manuel Galvan near Hachita on
brothers
Main 1.
cordially
son nas been here on Just such nights. Wednesday,
invited. Geo. H. Klnkel, W. M., Chas, ;
Me
Calls answered day or night
presumably by one San
Eight Mule Team of Precious
You ought to, be presentable. How tos Ortiz.
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
over a woman
Jealousy
In
tal, Hastily Secreted When the
you'd look with your nose all soot and with whom both Galvan and
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Ortiz
a
calico
dress on!"
dians Forced the Padres to Flee For
LAS VEGAS COMMAND ERY NO. 2
were in love, is supposed to have
I
care
don't
Oh,
what
Prank
DENTIST
Their Lives, Has Never Been Found
Knights Templar.' Regular
Thompson thinks," said Miss Tomlins, caused the murder of the former. Or
tiz and the woman in the case, were
'Vi conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has
contemptuously.
M1BS Tomlins' mother had
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence,
Las Veeas people who remember
often arrested soon after Galvan's body was
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
Fred A. Edwards, a former resident saId that Evelyn would make some discovered on a lonely mountain road,
John S. Clark,
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
of
this city when he was foreman of such "a V"",: She was notT
.! where he had been waylaid and shot
L.
DR. G.
JENKINS1
afraid
... om. down in cold blood. Both are in jail
the book bindery of the Optic Publish- - ot Bolllne her hand.
w1Bn
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- hearing.
ing company, more recently reported to a little matter like moving a stove. here awaiting a preliminary
DENTIST
!
al Arch Masons. Regular
to have killed himself at Bisbee, Arl- - she didn't stand around and wait for
convocation first Monday in
Best Treatment for a Burn
zona, and whose wife and their three ner father to hire men.
Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
each month at Masonic
If for no other reason. Chamber
"What's
use
the
of
dola
a
spending
in
friends
children
this
visited
.
city
Phone Vegas 79
lain's Salve should be kept in every
Temple, 7:30 p. m. M. R.
four Tvirn i a o os nrtll ha
A
'
household on account of Its great
fln linriprt a iritis'?" aha oqM
"T
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
not
learn
is
alive
that Edwards
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
only
slmpleBt thing "in the world, if one vslue in the treatment of burns. It alSporleder, Secretary.
ana wen, dui in a iair way to De , a only has a little common sense. Just leys the pain almost instantly, and un
I
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.)
less the injury Is a severe one, heals
millionaire, 11 an reports are to Dei see now easy 11 is I
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
the
without
a
scar.
parts
This
leaving
'
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand believed.
M'ss Tomlins,
using a ten-fosalve Is also unequaled for chapped
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
The Tucson f Ariz.) Citizen of re-- scantling as a lever, demonstrated nands, sore nipples and diseases
Knights of Pythias
of
how trifling a thing it is to move a
meet every Monday
Main 67.
the skin. Price, 25 cents. , For sale
cent date has the following to say
stove,
evening In Castle
all
dealers.
by
j
concerning Edwards and his probable
One Night
One Night
While Miss Tomlins and her nar.
Hall, Visiting Knights
I
fortune:
i
are cordially invited.
ATTORNEYS
entB werfi thus
Inhn r.mm
'My son," remonstrated
J. P. HAVENS,
the fond
'Owner of 200 acres . of land on nor, an eligible young bachelor, who
Chancellor CommandGEORGE H. HUNKER
mule had apartments, was making ready parent, "why do you sleep so late in
buried
which
be
may
eighty
er.
loads of gold, estimated by some to Ior an event he had contemplated for the morning? Remember, that the
Attorney at Law
C. M. BEKNHARD,
Grosvenor had been in- - early bird gets the worm." "Yes, but
Keeper of Record and Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New be worth as much as $80,000,000, F. f w,eekLAS VEGAS -S- ANTA ROSA
to Miss Tomlins at a gather- - I'll bet he stays up all night to do
troduced
Seal.
A. Edwards has taken Up his resiMexico.
of mutua, frtend(J
son.
aence in noenix.
,
..Tt-AUTO LINE
a heastiv ntrht - ,
nm. it," replied the
PADDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
300 years
have
searchers
"For
"but
the
self,
what's
difference?
She's
GEORGE
E.
MORRISON
UNION OP AMERICA Meets first
Rosa auto 41
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
sought in vain to locate the1 treas- - pretty sure to be at home, and it'll
and third Wednesday of each month
line
be
and
all
cosier.
the
not
I'm
passenger
mall,
express
rumors
have
Besides,
times
and
several
ure,
Civil Engi neer and Surveyor
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
o find other fellows there."
The auto
is now in operation.
been circulated that part 0f the likMr nrficvonni1
Thorn-hill- ,
anni ton minufoa nA- - Millions of Stomadhs Refuse to do
ik A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C.
makes the round trip- between 41
Office: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas, treasure was found, only to prove jusUng hig tl(j
Their
Work
Secretary. Visiting members
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
Properly
canards started by some person to
..j wonder wnat Bort of a Kiri she
cordially invited.
a week, Mondays, Wed- times
create an excitement.
is at home?", he mused. "A fellow
All over this broad land millions of
WOMAN'S TRILBIES ARE
and Fridays.
nesdays
Mexico
in
woman
a
can't
Madrid
and
until
he
"Though
Judge
fairly
REBEKAH LODGE, I. O. O. P.
The auto leaves Murpbey's drag
GROWING LARGER; HORRORS City there are records which tell of sees her under domestic conditions. stomach owners are being held in
meets second and fourth Thursday
store at 7 a. m., visits both post-- 4
the treasure and give directions as ln BOCleiy miss lomuns is a stunner. humiliating subjection just because
evenings of each month at the I. O.
so
are
stubborn
u
they
offices
and leaves Winters' drug
that
will
SMU"D"
they
The tailors and shoe dealers of Lon to how it can be found, dozens of
..
O. F. hall.- - Miss Bertha Becker, N.
attract8
not
a
tore
on
and
accept
broad
b
the West side for Santa
fair,
square
don
have accumulated some interest- searchers' have followed these direcG.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
Qrosvenor called a cab.
minded offer.
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
4
on
failure.
in
statistics
result
the
in
the
to
ing
change
tlons, only
"There's the doorbell!" exclfmed
T. P. Dailey, Secretary;
Adelene
Life is short for all of us; It will
at either Murphey's or Winters'
"Edwards states that about 300 Mrs. Tomlins, in dismay. "Dear me!
figures of men and women, says the
Smith, Secretary.'
be shorter for those who let their 4 drug stores.
4
a
Boston Globe.
the
fcveiyn, you're
perfect sight!"
years ago the Indians drove
Stomachs go from bad to worse.
The round trip fare. is $11; one
Mrs.
Tomlins
looked
Miss
at
are
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
Tumacaciro
the
to
from
the
there
Jesuit
tailors,
According
priests
E. G. Murphey has a famous pre
way $6. Each passenger la al- each two new types of men; that is, as re
fourth
near where the padres had Una and Miss Tomlins looked at her
Tuesday evenings
called
and
was
he
uara
li.
wmcn
scription
be
to
4 lowed to carry, not to exceed 25 4
ten
winner,
month at O. R. C. nail.
Visiting gards their figures. One is the man located and worked three rich gold was
Mr. Tomlins at the lieves so thoroughly ln its remarkable 4 pounds of baggage. Express pack- - 41
the
blacker.
W.
brothers are cordially invited.
who plays a great deal of golf or in- mines. ... From these they took fab moment was on the
stepladder, posing curative power that he says to every 4 ages are also handled and can be 4
D. W. dulges
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
a length of stovepipe.
largely In other forms of out- ulous sums of gold.
owner of a distressed stomach that 4 left at either of the drug stores 4
Condon, secretary.
door sports; this man is growing tall
"When the padres fled, they were
'We won't go to the door!" Mrs. he will
a
tablets to 4 mentioned.
guarantee
er and slimmer.
forced to hide their wealth and ac Tomlins decided,
cure acute or chronic indigestion and
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR
4
'It might be a telegram, or tome- On the other hand, the man who cording to the records they are al- all stomach ailments or money back,
second and fourth
Miss
Tomlins.
said
"Anyway, and the
has given up walking and horseback I pH fti have left. it. was loeated by .thing,"
price is only 60 cents a IjoX
Thursday evenings of each month.
Gambling
twn miles from the mis- - 4 6"'"5
rock
motor
car
for
is
the
hink
becoming
riding
And still there are stubborn people
All visiting brothers and sisters are
25 cents is just exlife
your
against
two
v
the
last
D
wuu
fitnnn nniifrntirnrt
aaiA right in East Las Vegas who won't
"rnmo In '
are
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A. prosaically fat; during
what
you
actly
doing if you negto be a mysterious Miaa TomllnBi coverin(t her confusion accept this
offer, but continue to suf lect a cough or cold on 'the chest inChaff in, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida years there has been such a waist de there is believed
discoverbeen
never
of
m transparent bravado. "You're just fer from gas on
ready- key, which has
velopment that the makers
stomach, belching of stead of treating it with Ballard's
Seellnger, secretary.
.
,
Mn time t0 helP Put UD tne stove.
made clothing have ben forced to ed.
sour food, stomach pains, foul breath, Horehound Syrup. A 25 cent bottle of
"Well," said Mrs. Temlins, after the dizziness, biliousness and headaches this splendid remedy will cure an orto the waists of "Edwards says that one of the
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. add an extra half-inc'
dinary cough, heal the lungs and act
caller
had departed, "that's the end of
to
have
mines
supposed
4, meets every Monday evening at trousers. For the athletic type of man three
gold
just because just because that's all, as a tonic for your entire system. Sold
n,mconDe
so
win
wny
you
.Tflanita
visit-inveiyn.
beeu
"
has
,v h
the average chest measurement is 38 !.Do
their hall on Sixth street. All
V
tJJ
UCH
by. Central Block Depot Drug Co.
You know I tried to get you there is no other reason.
a
brethren cordially invited to at- inches, with waist of 34, while the found in the Sierra Colorado moun.- - trary?
tablets stop dyspeptic agony
trh malm vruiraAlf nranantohla tn.nlhf
No trace ot Somehow you alwaya manaee to lmspt in five minutes; they cure obstinate
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E. motoring man, though shorter, da tains in Pima county.
Early marriages are best because
i every
waist
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams, mans a
me otner lwu, wmv;u wo
aesiraDie marriage prospect cases of indigestion and turn the old young people can get used to it easier.
As for the ladles, it is a delicate to be , the richest, has ever Deen that comes along. ' Mr. Grosvenor is stomach into a new one in a few
secretary; W. Ei Crltes, treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
highly spoken of, and he's got money weeks or money back.
Many people delude themselves by '
subject, but the dealers feel the truth found.
ad"It will wear away," when they
times a year treas enough."
three
spying
and
must
"About
reluctantly
they
prevail,
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
notice symptoms of kidney and blad"Now, mptner!" protested Evelyn,
customers' feet are ure hunters suddenly discover that
their
mit
that
der trouble. This is a mistake. Take-- .
coloring under the grime. "You know
102, meets every Friday night at
much larger than they used to be. Two they have the key to the situation and I don't want to marry Mr. Grosvenor.
Foley's Kidney Remedy, and Btop the-their, hall in the Schmidt building,
was No. 4 and die un part of the country. This has I don't care how much money he's enr
on the vitality. It cures backthe
average
draln
ago
years
at
eight
west of Fountain Square,
ache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder
2 was kept in stock.; this latter continued until noies are 10 oe iounu an j don't care what he thinks of me.
II (fsmmo HISH-- ME)
ii
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- No.
trouble, and makes every trace of
So there!"
size has now been given up and No. 8 all over the district.
Cnrea catarrh or money back. Just pain,
weakness and urinary trouble
dially welcome. Jas. N- Cook, presTamaat
Mrs.
concluded
fcreathe
old
Mexicans
has
in.
of
the
It
Well,"
"One
Tomlins,
inclndino
while
Complete
the
outfit,
average
has appeared,
O. G. Schaefe
and Re
0 disappear.
V,
A
TftJ
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
"even
want
to
mar
don't
mooter
ou&
you
Docues
suppose
$i. jixcra
1ruggista. Cross Drug Store.
increased to No. 5. If this has been cacorl declares that a few years ago
him!
What'll
he
of
think
you for
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- accomplished in two years, who can searchers dug into the walls of the ry
receiving him in the parlor in such
old mission, and there found several
CIL NO. 804, meets second and sueps the changes to come?
clothes, with soot all over them, and
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Piogolden oranges. Digging Into and you, too?"
under the mission building has almost
neer building. Visiting members MAY REFORM PRESENT
Mr. Grosvenor sat by his lonely fire
side that night until two o'clock.
caused it to fall.
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
The only Institution In New Mexico whose diploma Is recognized
ORDER SYSTEM
MONEY
"She's the sort of a girl a fellow
G. X.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Edwards' 200 acres' lies adjacent
by the California State Board of Education.
to the ground on which the mission ought to get," he mused. "I wonder
"It has more university graduates on Its faculty than any similar
Washington, Sept. 17. Postmaster stands.
P. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
one place on this land if,, I could get her if I tried. Ten to
In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal of
At
Institution
a
one she's spoken for already.
By
Tuesday evenings each month, at General Hitchcock has appointed
old smelter lhat was usee.
Boston.
an
there
is
Education,
Visiting-bFraternai Brotherhood Hall.
special committee to investigate the
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course,.
the padres. Edwards believes that ttat 800t on r noge j W(mder hQW
are cordially invited. money order system and recommend by
rothers
m
nes
uuneu
Advanced
Normal course, Kindergarten Trlnlng course, Music, Art,.
eruuuu
tne
treasure
would
in
many
and
girls
pitch
help
John ThWnhill, president: E. C. such changes as will reduce the ex- where an orchard, owned by the their fathers and mothers in that kind
Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
Training,
Ward, secretary.
penses without a loss in efficiency.
Railroad fare In. excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
Jesuits, stood 300 years ago, but none f style. Imagine Maud Farrlngton
Tho sneclal committee is conslder- Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination
of
the searchers have ever felt inclin doing it! Soot on her nose! Never!"
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL ,ng the advtaab,,lty of dlspeMng with
Mr.
Grosvenor
aloud.
laughed
Next Term Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
ed to dig there."
Brotherhood na.i every seco.ni aim
She's the girl I've been looking for,"
tfce pogtmaster after
For Further Information Address
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth the money order is issued. It is estl- he added.
l
A Hurry Up Call
run. Visiting brothers always wei mated that it cost the department
And that is why Evelyn is Mrs.
!-A
Drugglst-QulckMr.
box
B. S.
Grosvenor now.
come to me wigwam.
urvhi more than $500,000 a year to use the of Quick!
.
Amino
Flint, sachem; Waite H. Davis, advices. More than 64,000,000 were nunrtpr Fnr thfl InvA of MnRAn. hiirrvf
N.
M.
Elect Colored Woman President.
chief of records and collector of used
burned himself, terribly John- last year, and it is expected that Baby's
Mrs. Emma J. Wilson of Mayesville,
nie cut his foot with the axe Mamie's
wampum.
the number will reach 67,000,000 this scalded Pa can't walk from piles
S. C, a colored woman, has been elect- Blllie has boils and my corns ache, ed president of a colored farmers
S. E. ROSENWALD LODGE. NO. 54;i, year.
Methods for expediting the issuance She got it and soon cured all the fam- - conference. This is an unusual honor
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Wed- ily. Its the greatest healer on earth, for colored men to show a colored
of
money orders also are being
ves:r
month
in
the
the
of
nesday
sold oy an druggists.
woman
Of
wisdom
the
reviving
of Temple Montefiore, Doug- sidered, and
Mrs. Wilson started a school
of
act
an
note
abolished
the
Visitby
street.
and
Ninth
avenue
postal
las
The reason a busy man works so Mayesville 27 years ago In a shed.
atto brothers are cordially invited. , congress in 1894 also win receive
.much in the office evenings is so he Lit has now more than 600 pupils, a
.
Charles Greenclay, president; Itabbi tention.
farm of 64. acres, four substantial
can snend 'them all at the theater.
A simplification of the delivery of
J. B. Raisin, secretary.
It Is InDuiidings and 13 teachers.
mrnnpotail a m IVo MnttaonUli Tn1in'
registered mail has been recommendinBtltute. and in addition to a
ed to Postmaster General Hitchcock
Kmiw cuuwuuil ll ictttues
by the committee of registry experts nrHtoa- "A limit fnur vonra avn T mnta
BUU sins mne iraues, in
tu,ul
uu'
I
had
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cured
of
that
you
to
entirely
him
improvesuggest
appointed y
wo mailing 01 oncas.
t&Mnc
ine
twn
trouhle
hv
hnttlon
"uumg
kldnpv
ments in the service. The committee of
the school JjuUd their own
Foley's Kidney Remedy, and after Bovs ot
be
that
recommended
delivery
has
four years I am again pleased to state trades- puiiding with bricks of their
MENT? You will serve your own
made to any responsible adult at the that I have never had any return of own making. Colored farmers from
I all
state
of
the
I
am
and
to
these
cases
where
go
interest by consulting
parts
symptoms,
Mayes
evidently
place of address except ln
Foley's Kid- - vine to study the advanctff methods
the sender indicates on the envelope cured to staywillcured.
do
the same for you. used on the school farm, and an ef- Remedy
his desire to have a personal delivery ney
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drue fort is now beinr mad
tn hiv. h
'
made.
I eovernment
.
otore.
to eatabliub an rnrl.
ment station then, in the f normal
A woman needs so much religion so department teachers, men ami wom- Sins of omission are more plentiful
than sins of commission, because they to be able to pray hopefully for the en, are trained to take charg of col- I men in
ored schools.
)
involve less effort.
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Cool-Cooler--

The Cantaloupe
The Watermelon

"arifiv RaimtiHR

'

Valencia Oranges

' '

"

'

Colorado Peaches
California Peaches
Bed Batsuma Plums
Blue Prune Apples
Grab ADDles
Cooking Apples

rA

Come and See Our
-

'

-- 4

Ladies' Suits

IfUI.

SeptembejTi

l909.
Maximum, 75 ;

..

iHs.ViitkaiTSi-w.
-
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Grant county,' teat January, died at
the institution yesterday afternoon at
mini 5:30 o'clock. Burial will be made in
a local cemetery.

Wool cassimere trousers just reClyde Gensler, an employee of the
ceived.
Worth $3.00, special $1.89.
Comstock ranch, was removed to Las
Come In and examine before you buy.
Vegas hospital yesterday. He is a
At Talchert's, Lincoln avenue, next
j
typhoid fever patient.
to Wells-FargExpress company.
Order your cream from T.
C. C. Lucero has moved his har
Turner.
ness and shoe repairing shop from
David Laemly Is preparing to open Bridge street to the East side, .ieeu- a saloon near the bridge, next door to pying space in the room on Sixth
the livery stable of Clay & Havens, street lately vacated by Joe Martin.
on National avenue.
Guadalupe. Montoya was arraigned
before
Justice of the Peace D. R. MurGet tbe best at Nolette's barber
ray this morning, on the charge of
shop.
drunkenness. He pleaded guilty and
The Optic has supplied the Central was given eight days on the streets.
hotel with a new register and this of
fice is prepared to treat other hostel-rieThe dance given by the ladies of the
similarly on short notice.
Maccabees in Fraternal Brotherhood
hall last night was well attended and
For Rent Flat, 1105 Douglas. Geo. was a successful social function in
H. Hunker.
t
every way. Each lady and. gentleman
present was presented with a souveA brother of W. C. Dennis, of the nir of the happy occasion. Mrs. AnLas Vegas Undertaking company, is na Bourne grand organizer for the
editor of the Daily Plain Dealer at territories (of New Mexico and Arizo'
Wabash, Indiana. '
na, was in attendance and made a
timely and interesting talk on the ob
John Sisco was arrested yesterday jects and accomplishments of the or
on the charge of drunkenness
and der.
,
was this morning fined ?5 and costs
which he paid.
FOR SALE ON MONTHLY
PAY-

OF A GOOD BANK

f

A special meeting of the city council
has been called for this evening, at
which some important matters to the
community will be finally acted on.

lis important, not only for the present, but

also for the years to come.
iThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or- ganization.

Mrs. Crispina Casada, a patient at
the territorial insane asylum, who
was admitted to that institution from

Li

Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents', Children 5 cents.

trading

We

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier.
RAYNOLDS, Cashier.

MONEY SAVED

have the following
in stock

g

ak e Gr aaf

Best Screened

Brick

i

Roman

Pineapple
Foot Main 8t

.

DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRATN, BULK SEEDS.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street

For the

Potatoes

best Meat

I

City

For the Dry Farmers!

goto
Papeh's
Their potatoes are coming to town, and the
FIRST can be had at

JOHN A.PAPE

Boucher's

For Sale

a SNAP

acres under Ditch.

Close in

-

Lamb
Fancy Native Mutton
Veal
Kansas City and tlative Beef
Home Dress cd Spring Chick'

609

Real Estate Co.
Douglas Ave.E. Las Vegas, N.

M.

already a

ens and Hens

All Kinds of Sausages

-

.

i'-t-

.Grocer;

LAS

V MAIN

served-- .

The best draft beer In the city.
The Lobby, of course.

At

Fabst's draught beer on tap only
at Opera bar.

compared with

VEOAS STEAM LAUNDRY

For a Suit of quality,
pair of fehoes or up- -

;

I'M

a

Grocers, Butchers and Bakera

-

Try on a Hart Schaff-ne-r
and Marx Suit, and
see the difference in,
style, fit and quality

81

Time to Make Kraut
7

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbonat the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

appliances and

We would be pleased to serve

I.H.
.It

to-yo-

Arriving Daily

you.

-

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
At the Lobby, of course.

lew Goods

Get one with our compliments

Our methods,

,

t.-

"THE COFFEE MAN"

nicely furnished.
Straight Guggenheim rye
over the bar at the Antlers.
Good barn and Jersey Cow.

supplies are the best known.

; Spring

A

in the

customers.

American Cream Cheese

The BEST MEATS in Town.

Phone Main 85

bags for the convenience of onr

and if you are not
patron give us a trial.

Edam and

g.

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,

room house

We have a new lot of laundry

.

D. W. CONDON

PHONE MAIN 107

CHA3. H. SPORLEDER.

Free from Slate or Slack
f

SIXTH STREET

I

8

CUSTOMERS

.

Baton Egg, $4.75
for
want
ton
what
you
cooking,
per
just

Phone Main 21

88

Co's.

FOR OUR

Imported Swiss

..

I

iui

Phone 144 and 145

Carriage goes out Saturday
returns following Triday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown

'

nrlinn nnrl I'hilrinn
Lauicd. aim uuiiuicii

Lnf Unn
iiiDii

.0

Service Unsurpassed

Film

Roquefort

.

'

buying your JIeckwear come ard see us for
prices on same.

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

All Aboard for Harvey's!

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

-

Before

MOTION PICTURES

morn-n-

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

"

CRYSTAL THEATER

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank

of

do

'

,

t.

zp&2

From $1.25 np to $3.25

.

MENT PLAN
Can take care of a few good loans
Good five room house, large lot. tin
on city real estate at 8 per cent. Have
good street Low price. Terms to
three or four special snaps in houses suit
Investment, and Agency Corpora- and lots. Investment and Agency tlon.
--

Corporation.

J

1.00

Ladies' Tailor Waists

s

;

On Domestic CoaJ.

S3-

i

YOUR SELECTION

':

A full Line

o

131,

$1

FULL TAILORED

-

Temperature
mum, 35; range, 40.
Humidity 6 a. m., 57; .12 noon, 30;
6 p. m., 33; mean, 40.
;
Charles Bullard, who has arrivea
Forecast Fair tonight and probably here with his family from Paris, 111.,
warmer tonight.
having purchased a farm on the mesa,
is now domiciled in the Kistler house
on Eighth street.
LOCAL NEWS

Las Vegas Rofler Mills

E. D.

Ulf

S3.

en n
ILTLLU

WEATHER REPORT

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

"

4

VvV

LUH1U

-

.

Hester we StN I ft
are selling

:

Pride Flour

;

This Wood

....

i muin ivm ii

Use Cir

L,

a necessity,

SS

.

W

-

x

1

Phone Main 379

IKE DAVIS

-

'Z

::

Pi

I lite
f
uu Casii'
nave Vi'
vi
Ladies' Tailor Suit..

SPii

J

WHY NOT BE COMFOHTABLE?

Cauliflower
Tomatoes
Green Corn
Bleached Endive
Cucumbers
Mango Peppers
Green Chili
Green Onions
Lettuce
Sweet Potatoes
Summer Squash
Parsley
Bed Cabbage
Rhubarb
Soup Bunches
Red Beets
Carrots
Fall Turnips
With other desirable possibilities in both lines.

Phone

'

i

In Vegetables

0

Cold.

little wood fire in the
evenings will soon be

In Fruits
:,'

17, 1909

A

And many other Summer friends of their company will soon bi tf
us "Good. Bye.? We shall have however both of these and a further;'
lou line 01 iriuts and vegetables lor
Saturday, September J 8th.
"
Concord Grapes
Flame Tokays
' Bartlett Pears
Maiden BlushApples
'm

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY,

L7

"

,

CiTIC,

wm
If

to-da- te

...

Visit

furnishings.
- H
i"

:

.

02. OO Per Hundred Pounds

Greenhouses
Vegas
PEJRRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276

.1'.

ri3 's-

-

Copyright

I

Hart Schaffher

90& by
cs" Marx

5he Boston
Clothing House

